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Chapter Three 

Production and Flows of Precious Zvlerais in the Audiencia of Quito 

Peculiar challenges are involved with the task of producing a reliable estimate of  

colonial gold production in the Audiencia of Quito. Whereas more cenrnl mining 

regions of greater colonial Latin America- such as  Alto Peni Mexico. New Gmada. 

and Brazil have received close anention in this regard. in the case of the Audiencia of 

Quito. no such anempt has yet been made. There are several reasons for chis void in the 

economic historiography. Fim of all. Quito was a marginal producer of precious metals 

by comparison to these other regions. leading historians to focus most oftheir attention 

on the audiencia's substantial tenite indumy. Secondly. the region was blessed or 

curxd  as the case may be. with mody gold rather than silver. and often in widely 

xranered and ephemeral deposits. This scattering of mining districts over space and 

time e d  the memory of earlier bananas in the region even among Quito's own 

colonial elites by the mid-seventeenth century. Lacking concentrated hardrock deposirs 

of precious me& such as those of Potosi and Zacatecas. Quito could hardly boast of a 

mining heritage h any one region. The goldfields of Zaruma. in the southern highlands. 

approached this kind of association but their relative poverty and low quality gold yield 

(15-1 7k for the most part) prevented the development of a firm association between the 

Audiencia of Quito and mineral weal& Mining in colonial Quito. as the title of his  

study suggests. was a marginal activity. But I would also assert. based largely on the 

data to be presented below. that it was nevertheless an important activity in the regional 

economy, especially in the first century after conquest 

tn the course of this chapter, we will -ne the name of the evidence 

regarding colonial gold production in some detail and then describe and analyze the 

data *Is assembled hrn rhis evidence. This study is perhaps somewhat novel for 

attempdng to combine and compare all production records available to date in both 

local and Spanish archives. For this reason a discussion of sources and methods is 
* - 



i~bsolutely cmcial to this portion of the thesis as an ignorance of even seemingIy , 

L? 

miniscule derails can lead to serious miscalculations. Most of these problems. as we 

shdl see. arise h m  the complexity ofgold severance taxes. which unlike those 

regarding silver. fluctuated fmm place to place and over time. Since they varied so 

p d y .  simply pur one runs the risk ofextreme over- or underestimation of  production. 

M e r  describing methodology. we will rum to &ares of volume and flows of gold 

produced in colonial Quito. The estimates will be treated in two parts. the first 

involving the 'boom' years of 1535-1639. and the second mating the long seventeenth- 

century decline and partial renaissance in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries (1640-L821). [n both of kese sections. [ will highlight the importance of 

d i m t  goldfields. especially those located in the Gobemacion of Popayin- How and 

why gold ftom these areas made its way to Quito emerges as s central point of inquiry 

through the first nvo centuries ofcolonial rule. Finally. we will discuss the possible 

implications of these data with regard to regional. m-Andean. and international 

economis trends. It is my feeling Lhat this new information sheds light on features of 

the colonial economy which may significanrly alter our conception of Quito's economic 

development relative to other pans of Peru. 

The Quint0 Real and the Casas de Fundici6n 

"Gold..is almost always found virgin. It is sometimes found in pi- of some bulk; 
and even when mixed in small and almost insensible particles with sand earh, and 
other extraneous bodies. it can be separated h r n  them by a very short and simple 
operation, which can be -ed on in any private h o w  by anybody who is possessed of 
a small quantity of mercury. tfthe king's tax, therefore. is but ill paid upon silver, it is 
likely to be much worse paid upon gold.."-Adam Smith. h,e IVeaIth of~otionr.L 

Adam Smith needed tittle Emhand expeience in order to at ~hese 

conclusions. Still. he was fwinated by the published reports of Juan and Ulloa and 

Adam Smith. fhr W d t h  of Nationr. books 1-111. New Yo& Penguin Classics. 1986 [lnq. p276. 



others regarding the mining indusrry in Spanish America By simply contrasting the 

natures of silver and gold one could divine how problernadcd it irvould be to tax their 

production. especially in a far-flung empire. Smith. with jun a bit of insight quickly 

undemwd how gold's finders and its keepers could leave the crown's oficials losers 

and weepers. Silver was bulky and concenuated in certain hard-rock mining zones. 

Gold was everywhere and nowhere. For these reasons the Audiencia of Quito. being 

much more rrnowned for irs gold than its silver. was likely to have suffered a higher 

rate of  tax fraud than might have been experienced in the silver disuicrs of Aito Peru 

and Mexico. Also. the processing of gold mined in Quito never approached h e  

complexity of silver beneficiation at Porosi. Even with the crown's monopoly on 

rnenury. a c k i n g  gold prodrlction by following the rate of mercury consumption proved 

virtually impossible. All the potential for defrauding the crown nowithstanding. many 

people paid their taxes. Cerrainly not everyone did so. and many probably 

undemported their mining incomes. but t a ~ e s  on gold-even on very small amounts- 

were paid. This section will describe the means ustd by the crown to collect gold taxes. 

and will try to evaluate rhe various types of evidence useful in reconsuucting production 

Iigures. 

Although this is the fim systematic attempt to assess gold production in colonial 

Quito. others have cofltriiufed to the project Most recently. Adam S d i  has 

1 compiled a series of tables estimating total gold production for Spanish America h r n  

1501-I610 (1981).2 Szaszdi uudertook this extremely difficdt task by compiIing a 

wide variety oCsources. including ledges for various cajas. shipping documents. Earl 

Hamilton's Sevifle receipts and other secondary estimates. and even some local libros de 

findici6n. or smeltry books. The sizable Quito portion of the study, as the author 

submits. is largely hypothetical, extrapolated From snippets o f  information. Hence. 

thou& S W s  guesses may be based on actual receipts fora few years. h e y  are 

- 
Adam S d i  'hlhainary Esrimvc of Gold and Silver Reduction in Amuiiw. 1501-1610m. in 

P m r ' m u  Muok in'fk Age of Gpmnion. Hamann K e l l a b e n r  cd. (Papas of the l J h  International 
Congas of Hinorical Scienm). Snmgart K I e a C o ~  1981. pp.15 1-223- 



nevertheless guesses. and in my vie\\- are quite incorrect (most of his regional 

projections. except for the caja of Quito. seem to be overestimates). The rollowing 

compilation of gold receipts does not aim to be a last w o d  bur rather a conmbution to 

h e  larger project which S d  inherited from Humboldt Soetbeer. Hamilton. and 

others. It also aims to reveal some internal bullion flow panems which are only 

quantifiable by closely examining the local libms de hdicidn.  

In addition to Szaszdi. several Ecuadorian and Colombian hisorians have 

contributed to the project of reconstructing Quito's gold receipts. As early as 1947. the 

Ecuadorian historian Aquiles Perez included partial production figures taken hrn  Quito 

libms de bd ic i6n  for the 1560s and 1590s in his study of the mita system in the early 

audiencia Given the poor archival organization and paucity of sources abailable to him 

Perez was only able to guess at the production of the intermediary years. Still. Pkrezdid 

notice that surviving receipts from the seventeenth centwy appeared surprisingly lean 

by comparison to those of the sixteenth. suggesting a rapid decadence in mining. which 

he attributed to lndian demographic collapse. As tentative as this conclusion may have 

been it was a pioneering attempt to relate colonial gold production to lndian 

demographic and hence labor panems. One feature of the accounts which Pirez 

examined was the high proportion of gold proceeding h r n  the Gobcmaci6n of 

Popay2a especially in Lhe later sixteenth century. PC= took note of this pattern b u t  

since it did not seem to tit well with his interest in the mita he did not v c n m  an 

u~~lanatioa.3 

This diintercst in the economic importance of Popayin during Quito's most 

dynamic period has in fact been something o f  a stumbling block for modem historians 

of both colonial Ecuador and Colombia The sti11-powerful nationalist paradigm in both 

counmes has stunted interest in Quito's northern subprovinces. and in consequence 

has led to little research and conversadon across bordm. This pattern is beginning to 

' PerCz T- Aquifer R Lm .Wtm m fa M A U s w ~ i o  dc Quito. Guayaquilr Bibliotua de Aurora 
Eatamtianas (N0.66). 1987 [1947l. p246. 



change. however. a s  both Colombian and Ecuadorian historians interested in colonial 

Popayin and its links north and south have begun to share findings and promote the use 

of relevant sources found in both counm'es' substantial archives. rt is my feeling that 

fiurher brrakdown of the old nationalin conception of space will only lead to further 

advances in re-linking and consequently rethinking these two imponant regions' 

hiwories. As will be proffered below. the evidence suggests a far more intimate and 

long-ten linking of  Popayh and Quito than previously believed. 

fn Popayh. Zamira Diaz and Guido Barona have recently (1994- I993 

published their ivaminations of  Popayh gold produc~ion in the first and second halves. 

respectiveiy, of  the colonial period. Diaz has developed her findings from the 

amazingly well-preserved Iibms de fundicidn of Popayin Cali. Ansenna Anna and 

Canago. along with certain account summaries located in h e  Archive of the Indis in 

sevillaa The rask of monstrucling production figures Fiom these scanered early 

books is daunting, but crucial to a clearer understanding of the colonial economy. 

D i d s  important work which covers the siaeenlh. seventeenth. and early eighteenth 

centuries. is continued in Baronass. which treats the ren of rhe colonid pen'od.5 Since 

Popayk and Quito. for that matter. w e n  a paxt of the Viceroyalty of New Granada 

af?er 1739. gold accounts for h e  last century or so o f  colonialism axe fairly well 

preserved and nearly complete. In the case of early PopayaiL however. rhe findings I 

will prrxnt below suggest a strong market for Popayin gold in Quito. so strong rhat 

Diaz's production figures will have to be expanded significantly. Quito drew gold h m  

Popayrin districts in the later period as well, as we shall see. but since mes were hen 

+d locally and records sent to Santaf' de Bogoti. the ovcrall figures given by Barom 

are less directly affected. 

&ira Dlaz Oro. sociadody aonomia- EIsistunrr doninlor  lo Go&wmc~dn ak Popoydn IS33- 
1733. Sanaft de Bogotd: Bnnco de la Republics 1994. 
Guih Bamna 8, La mafdiiidn & M I  en w m  region dcl mun& coloniolr P o r n  173&1830. 

Wi: EdiroriaI Facullad de Humartidada Univenidad dcl Vallc. 1995. 



Like those of Popayrin rhe royal LXX records on gold and silver production in 

early colonial Quito are surprisingly complete. Beginning in 1555. just afier the 

founding of the capital. we have day by day rrcords of bullion coming into the caw de 

fuu~dicion. or royal meltry. in Quito. There are a few missing years. but rhc record is 

often supplemented by account books From more dinant cajas d e s - w e  have. for 

instance. a book recording quintos in the remote southern Onenre mines of Zamon 

tiom 156167. These invaluable accounts provide us wirh more than simple tax figures. 

giving also names of miners and ofien the exact provenance of their g o ~ d  or silver. This 

is not to say that reconstructing production tables for rhe sixteenth century is rn easy 

mk however. In fact this period due mainly to irs enormous productivity and lack of 

centralized tax collection presents the moa headaches for the hinorian: Without 

belaboring the point 1 shall ny to lay out some of the relevant problems-and also great 

promise-which these very rich sources present 

Among the m o a  ouutanding difficulties presented by the early documents is the 

absence af audiencia-wide summaries Whemas mid-scventeenth-century and later 

account books rend to provide a summary of quintos collected within Quito's own 

jurisdiction at least. the earlier documents suggest a much more confused state of 

affiin, one in which high production in widely scanered regions led to highly irregular 

bookkeeping. For instance. in the libros de hd ic i6n  of  1568-76. we find gold dust 

being bmugbt to Quito to be smelted and registered from as far north as Buga at the 

e m m e  nonhem border of the Gobemaci6n of  Popayrin On the other hand, much gold 

taken fiom the ail1 distant but relatively nearer mines o f  Zamora was taxed and smelted 

there in the jungle wilderness. Such irregularities m especially disturbing given the 

fact that a royal smeltry existed in Cali. quite near to Buga. 

m e r  such cajas reales existed at leas  for a time in 3ain de Bracamoror 

Valldotid. Loja Zanrma, Cumca. Guayaquil Tumaco. Barbacoas, Iscuandti. Raposo, 

and Popayh Many of the account books for these cajas have not survived. but in 

148 



several instances the qwnto panion of their -es was sent to Quito. or even Scville. 

thus leaving us with a near-complete record of pmduction.6 Accounls tium the 

northern sme1m.e~. including Popayk  Cali. h a  h e r m a  and Camgo. were either 

kept in Popayin or sent to Spain via SantafC de Bogo& Accounts tbr the southern 

Paiw Putting together a clear picture of gold production using all these incomplete 

p d e  pieces is. needless to say. a perplexing task We are aided in this historical 

This is the ofticiai record. In practice it appears rhat early merchants and miners 

That they did may have d t e d  tiurn fear of punishment hope for some kind of 

1:  

found it inconvenient to carry on business with loose gold.7 While my own findings 

lead me to question Ibis. I believe Szaszdi is rnore-or-less correct in slating that nearly 

all the gold produced in Quite eventually found its way to the royal smelny. In any 

m. the civic duty which miners and merchants displayed in paying quintos beouten 

roughly 1535 and 1640 allowed the president and oidores. among other offTcials of !he 

the em of the Potosi b o n a n ~  We will neat the issue of fiaud and its importance in 

calculating production in mote detail below. but suffice ro say here that the evidence 

An order went out some time before 1590, for insane sating b a l l  quinlos collected in Loja and 
Cuenca be sent to Quito before remission to Spain via Guayaquil and Panama In Pone Leira RHGQ. 
t I .  p.496 (anonymous rrIaci6n de Zanuna). When avaiiabls t h a t  disranr oj& remissions have km 
bcluded in produdon mtak specially for the sixrtcnlh and sevearreolh mmuies. ' S d i  'Preliminary Estimaw of Gold and Silver Pmlua.on in Amaica'. p. 152- 
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suggests a somewhat conservative estimate of untaxed production for the boom years 

(ca  10-10%) and a more liberal one (~30-50%) for the period follo\ving 1640. 

It is in h i s  latter period that charges of r a ~  h u d  appear much mow frequently. 

especially in Popayin. In 1663. for instance. the Audiencia of Quito charged treasury 

ofticids in Popayin with embezzlement of some 150.000 pesos in gold. most of it 

improperly collected quintos.g Nearly every Popayh governor to serve between 16 10 

and 1730 came under anack from zealous officials from either Quito or the Sand6  

Tribunal de Cuentas. Many investigators were sent to newer fronuer mining dimicls. 

such as h e  Choc6 and Barbacoas. and several never rtturned. Quinto fraud 

investigations in Barbacoas alone led to several murders'of investigative judges arid 

executions of supposed mining tau evaders in h e  1690s. Several angry and perhaps 

ovenealous oficials went so far as to claim that the amount of  total production being 

reponed and axed in the Choc6 and Barbacoas was between zero and one third by 

1698.9 It seems clear from comments such as these rhat quinto fraud was on the rise. 

especially in backcountry zones. but declines in overall production could also be 

blamed. The hardmck mines of Zanuna were moribund at this time. and those of 

Chisquio. in Pops* had finally been abandoned. 

 more problematic than the rate of  liaud. in my view. is the problem of 

establishing severance t a ~ ~  rates. Therc is much more room for error here. as the term 

'quinro' is iwlfproblematic in studying gold production. in Quito as elsewhere. 

Whereas silver was actually taxed at the m e  rate of twenty percent. the ;;oyal fifth'. as it 

was called. until late in the eighteenth century, gold was never med in such a 

straightforward manner. The crown in order to stimulate the productioq of this rarer 

and usually more difficult to locate and profitably e m c t  metal. routinely granted 

temporary concessions to miners in specific districts- These concessions ranged fiom 

the octavo to the veinrcz~o. or twelve-and-a-halfdowu to five pemnf and usually lased 

ANHQ Popaydn raja 3,1663. CIv- 
ANHQ Popy& erja 16. i I-vi-1697. UOv (Huaralii  'rrcusaci6nv. or'challmgc'). 



for five to ten years. with he possibility of extension in some cases. The circurnsrances 

which the crown considered nec- for these discounts were geogaphid  

remoteness. unavailability of local labor sources. necessity of expensive wafer rvorh ro 

begin milling and uzshing and orher miugating factors. In terms of  reconstructing 

production figures. rhese multiple and changing ntes of taxation mandate a close 

reading of each assay entry at the casa de fundici6n and the resulting differences in rates 

of multiplication Any orher approach to estimaung gold production bared on mu 

receipts must lead inevimbly to errors of notable proponion. 

The Casa de  Fundici6n 

The newly established Audiencia of Quito. having received reports of rampant 

tax fraud in rhe backcountry. ordered an inspection oEhe real caja of Zarnora in the late 

1560s. The oficials charged wih mismanaging this remote caja for all their supposed 

shoncomings. kept remarkably good books. Throughout the 1560s. the boom years of 

the district the miners had paid an average of some 7.000 gold pesos per year. this at 

the crown-sanctioned diezmo. or ten percent rate for new and distant mines. This 

uanslatcd into a substantial 70.000 pesos (ca 322kg) per year in registered production 

mody of high-karat gold. As we shall see. Zamora produced handsomely for some 

years mom before it was desaoyed by Cndian uprisings directly resulting h m  the 

a w i c e  and cruelty of i ts  miners. The inspection of the cajas also aids us. however. in 

undemanding how gold was collected and taxed in early colonial rimes. An inventory 

of  the Zamora strongbox, fitted out with the customary three-key lock of the c4jo de 

comunidad. allows us a &a1 view of the instruments used. First of all. we fmd 

mention of the ledgers fhemselves, along with royal cedulas and some gold to be 

assayed. Also mentioned are two scales for weighing gold 'in theircases h m  Milan 

with their tiny wights'. There were other weights. two srandards (mmcos) of six 

pounds and one of eight Tools included a small two-horned auvil (bigornia), a 



Figure 8. 

from G. Agzicola, D e  Re Metallica. 1557 



hammer (marri(lo) and four chisels (cmceles). Surprisingly. the caja also contained the 

assayer's workspace. a table with two benches and a blur woolen mblecloth. Lastly. 

there is mention o f  a small coffer (cope) conraining the marca real. or official tau 

m p .  Also in his box were located nine needla (ptrh-ones) for determining the puriry 

(quifaruje) of gold- 10 

These last items. the punzones. or assaying needles. require some explanation. 

Determining the purity of gold was always crucial. but especially so in the case of 

Quito. Here. as elsewhere in Peru. much quinced gold consisted of Indian jewelry and 

ritual objects. Worked ob jec~ .  stolen fium living subjects and from graves alike. were 

.& usually composed of less-than-pute gold. Most of these priceless mvorks had been 
' 

intentionally alloyed with silver o r  copper. causing much consternation and 

disappointment among their desnoyers. Other taxpayers tried to defraud the crown by 

withholding purer gold and paying quintos with alloy. Also. as we have seen in chapter 

2. gold does not occur lreely without some nannal alloying. usuail y with silver (oro 

sobre plara). For these reasons. the determination of purity. or karat (Cram the Arabic. 

qirar. a kind of seed measure. but expressed as a Fraction of  24. e.g. 14/24=14k or 

58.33% fine-not to be confused with 'cars(. a weight measure for gemstones). was of 

great importance. TheSpanish in the sivteenth century had a limited understanding of 

L Ihe nature of metals to be sure but they knew the difference between ten- and twenty- 

C karat gold. By sight alone an experienced person, usually a jeweler. could guess karat 

I within a narrow margin. high-karat (ZOk+) being quite yellow and low-karat (8-16k) 

approaching the color of silver o r  nickel. To  determine pw-ty down to the grain. or one- 

st* of a karat however. required certain tools- 

Had the early Spanish colonials known the specific gravity of g ~ l d  they might 

have uxd Archimedes'principle to determine the purity of a sample by measuring irs 

weight and volume in water. They did not understand the chemistry of this or any other 

metd with such precision. however. so he  most reliable mehod orassaying gold in the 

l a  AMQ m k  #104. minasdeZamora 156147. f.191. 



Figure 9. 

from G. Agricola, De Re MetalLica, 1557 



si.neenth cennq .  \\-ithout resorting to melting. \\as the touchstone (piedra de toque,. 

This ancient method. dating at lean to the early Greeks. involved the rubbing o f  a gold 

object against acemen black. flintlike stone and judging !he sneak. The process. being 

simply color-based. s v a s  too subjective. and at some point. probably in the Middle Ages. 

calibrated 'touch-needles' were added. Agricola described the use of these needles in 

delail. He claimed that in the absence of  a furnace. or when the object to be tested could 

no t  as in the case of a coin or a piece of  jewelry. be smelted without destruction. the we 

of touchstone (Goldsrein) and needles was the best method available for esrablishing 

fineness.' Thetouch-needles were made. by a jeweller or alchemist presumably. of 

varying alloys ofcopper. silver. and gold. and were marked accordingly. ln Quito. in 

1597 for example. a jeweler was commissioned by ofticials of the Real Hacienda to 

fashion three fa.. stamps and twenty-one touch-needles.12 The color ofthe gold to be 

tested \vas compared with the needles. then the meak of both the chosen needle and h e  

object on the touchstone were compared and rhe purity thus delemined by ma1 and 

error. Since the severance tax was a fraction. one did not aeed to determine purity to 

pay. Still. the crown favored standards- and encouraged assayers to determine karat as 

precisely as possible. It was in their own best interens. since their wages constituted a 

percentage of  theamount of  gold regisrered. 'Buen oro'. the unit of choice for most of 

the period was set at Z%:k (93.75% fine). Other standards existed as well. such as 'Oro 

de Quito. set at 191/zk (8 125%). Twenty-karat gold (833% fine) was considered 

slandard in much of the Gobemacion of Popayin Whatever the prevailing purity 

'' Agricola. De Re rWerdlica. Kwver uans., ppm-60. ilL p 3 5 .  See aka Biringunio. Pirorechnia. 
Smith & Gaudi nanc, pp. 204.359. Biringuccio mentions rhc use of rhat devices. but giva no 
explanation orheir manufacture. Barb, in &re r /c  lar ,Herden Douglass & Mahewson nanr, pp- 103- 
06 giva a similarly briefduuiption of rht touch-needle s y m .  and offers a good illustrarion o f  the 
basic kit of the as de fundicibn in Spanish America 
' I  ANHQ Real Hacienda. caja 38. voL 2 1597. f.118~. K a e  a plafero named Francixo Veldsqua 
Samaniego was paid 1 10 pesos ' p h  comence' for 'opening' (obrir) lhmz marcas reales and I I 'punmnm 
para q u i l m  cl om y.plaraa. The same method was apparently in use a century later. as Real Hacienda 
ledgers again mention Be pumhase of 'unas pun- dc tocar om de cocks Icyes'. along with 24 'quilaraar 
de finro'(possibly iron weighs. but more likely misnamed alloy muchntedla. ANHQ Rul Harim& 



Figure LO. 

A-Sred yard. &Large balance- C--Small balance. 
D-LadIe. E-Tongs. F-Punch bar. G-Hatchet. 
H-Ser of test pieces. I-Hammer. K--Cruable. 
L-Tweezers. M-Furnace hook. N--Chisel. 

from A. Barba, A r t e  de 10s Metales 



sandad  once cant \\y determined. raves could be reduced to the untversal accounting 

unit of marmedies. if need be. 

.a single. universal unit of  account in colonial times. the maravedi was 

nevertheless difficult to use. First of all. the copper maravedis used as currency in 

Casu'le never made their way to the Americas. Secondly. the massive production of 

siher relative to gold in the sixteenth and early seventeenth cenrurics led to changes in 

the value of  the gold peso. Initially set at 450 maravedis. in 1579 the gold peso was 

recalibrated at 556 matavedis and raised again. to 589 maravedis. in 1600. In this same 

time period. the value of gold relative to silver had jumped From ten-tosne 10 just over 

twelve-to-one. These adjusunents were somewhat confusing. as the purpose of the 

revaluations was to maintain a two-toone relationship between the gold peso (later 

known as the carrellano) and the silver peso (orparac6n). The value difference was 

accounted for in the differential weights used. with the gold peso at ca44.6g and the 

silver peso at n 3540g. Real Hacienda officials in Quito. always starved for tradeable 

cumncy. often purchased Peruvian silver coln with locally-pmduced gold ingols. and 

usually offend their gold bullion at  an amactive discount Although it is not clear 

e.ucrly how it operatd Quito seems to have developed a kind of bullion market during 

the height of  the so-called 'age of silvef. In my case. as noted above gold would 

certainly have offend a hedge against the declining value of silver. 

Miners and gold d e n  who were willing to pay taxes initially dealt with a 

licensed assayer (enrayador yfindidor). usually a jeweler who had bid for the ofice 

and worked out o ia  private midence. Before Quito became the seat of the Audiencia 

however. official casas de fundicidn were conmucted in the already-established de 

kcto capital, and also in Cuenca. Zamora. Cali. Anserma and Cartago. In 1556 the 

ledges of the real caja of Quito record payments made to the caciques o f  Panzaleo for 

building matedab gathered for the construction h e  casa de fundici6n. LurnamL a 

cacique of Sigchos. was also compensated for the labor of  four of his tributaries, who 



actually undertook the construction of the building.13 In Cuenca in I559 Indians ofthe 

crown-held encomienda of Tiquizambe \ b y r e  paid filly pesos gold for building that 

emerging city's casa de fundici6n. The Spanish cihlizina process in Cuenca also 

entailed the simultaneous consauction of  a public jail. which nened the Indians of 

%lacas sixty-five pesos in day-wages (jonafe5).14 Although it is not elk if official 

buildings or private residences were used the casas de fimdicion of Cali and Cartago 

were operating by 1551. and that of  i\nserma before 1558.15 Much later. in the late 

seventeenth and early eighteenth cenrun'es. casas de b d i c i 6 n  would be established at 

Barbacoas. lscuandi. Rapow and in the Choco. 

The Boom Years: Gold Production in Quito. 1533-1639 

On 3 June 1535. rhe great conqueror of the northern Andes. Sebastiin de  

Benalchr. paid some 3.000 pesos in quintos. the true fifth on over 15.000 pesos worth 

of 'om bajo y joyas'. or gold alloy and jewelry. Thus opened the era of European 

precious metals exploitation in Quito. and. as in early Penr the first meh cmmre lo be 

quintcd was entirely comprised of  stolen Indian anwork. mostly ornanymtal and 

religious objects. Sometimes items were lined. as in the case of an early Quitefio. Pedro 

Martin Montanero, who paid half the value of  'a globe (coco) and disk (rejuefo) of gold 

said to have been taken hrn a grave (sepulfzua)'. 16 Grave anicles werc mated legally 

like war booty. and thus subjected to taxes o f  up to fifty percent so early Spanish 

plunderers were encouraged to melt items down and present the resulting 'scrap' bullion 

to royal otficials in order to pay only the fifth. or twenty percent Plunder of this 

accumulated Indian wealth continued thmughout colonial times, but thee was eclipsed 

13 AGI Confarfurfa 1538.lSSOs quinto rccordr E l k  
l4 Lib- & Cabildo I. Cumca. 2-x-1559. pp. 23'-9. 
IS  See Zamha D k  Om. s o c i d y  ecomrniq p.105-107. 
l6 AGI Conedurh 1536. Quito quhtns f28. 13-iii-1539. 



by mining production with surprising speed. 17 In these same libros de Fundici6n. the 

first enmy of  taxes paid on oro Je minus. or mine gold (gold dust). in Quito m e  on 12 

>larch 1537. less than two years after the conquest of the highlands w a s  completed. 

The crown encouraged the early esrablishment of mines by lowering the mine-gold tax 

in Quito to ten percent the diezmo. a concession which was initially intended to last five 

years. Similar concessions would be granted to miners in other arras. and would otien 

be renewed again and again unul the mid-seventeenth century. when gold taxes were 

universally lowered to the veinrmo. or five percent 

Tabk 1. Cold Rqisrercd in Quiro. 1535-1 54 I (in pesos d c  bum om of  450 maravedis): 

Grave and Stolen Gold Mined Gold TOTAL m?in~rrd 
17352 17252 
I73J5 11545 
10197 1.097 11.394 

- - 
24308 I Loo0 36308 
11.106 11360 Z 4 6 6  

1541 (ro Sept) 113 13.780 13.893 
TOTAL (7 y a m )  75.72 1 38237 1 13.958 

*source AGI ConQduria 1 5 3 6 ~ ~  

Most mining, as we shall see in the following chapter. was acrually done by 

Afican slaves or coerced Indians. usually held in encomienda. Given this labor 

scheme. much gold in the early period war collected as tribute. This practice of 

collecting m%ure in gold dust would conhue  in the Napo River basin and select other 

dim-cts until the eighteenth century. Tribute payment in gold was most substantial in 

h e  Quito area fiom conquest to about 1580. when this activity was partially suppressed 

by law in the highlands. Eocomenderos increasedtheir tribute incomes still fimher by 

" Set for example Iorge Garcb G, cd. Tarnmlnlo &.Ww Cqrrdn Don Sebmtrdn & BuwIc&ar 
(IJSI). Quiro: Archivo Muaicipal 1935. p24. Among & n a l W s  belongings w e n  six diskshaped 
ingou (repelos) of gold of various karas weighing alarm 1500 paor. some  labelled 'om d c  min&- 

S z a m d i  in 'hliminary EstimaLe of Gold and Silver Roduclion in America". p. 177. aLFo summarins 
lhse mrdr  His ~ ~ C U k d o n  ofcoal pruducrion for the period is slighrly Iowa. at 105222 pesos 6 
lomines. 
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forcing Indian caciqrlcs to pay m e s  prior to remission. For this reason we can see. 

specially during the years 1550-1580. [hat gold procured by Indian miners. much of it 

apparerilly independently gathered and brought to Quito by caciques. constituted a large 

portion of the bullion reginered in Quito's casa de fundicibn. Of a total o f  some 

21 654 gold pesos registered in Quito between 1553 and 1557. the portion brought to 

[he casa de h d i c i 6 n  by Indians amounted to approximately 77.8 19 pesos. or jw over 

one chird.19 Between January 1569 and September 1576. Indians registered at least 

108350 gold pesos out of a total o r  163.827 not originating in the Gobernacibn of 

~opa~&n?O By this rime a great deal more gold was being rransponed from mines all 

over Popayin province to Quito'by merchants and miners wanting to take advantage of 

ta.. breaks. This northern gold aside. the Indian-registered tigure still represented some 

two-thirds of all gold produced locally. Tniutary gold was collected fiom Indians from 

many villages and regions. including Sigchos. Angamma Chimbo. Tiquizambe. 

C ~ i a m b a ,  Laracunga Tungurahua. Cayarnbe. Carangue. Otavalo. Guam. 

Pianampiro. T u a  Tul& M k  Los Yumbos and others. It should also:bc noted that 

almost all gold ~ g i n e r e d  by indigenous persons in the sivteenfh cennuy was la.ed the 

hll fifth while much of that registered by non-lndians (monly Spanish merchants and 

encomendems) was charged ten perrent o r  less. 

Gold collection horn Indians held in encornienda continued, lo be sure. but after 

the civil wars of the mid-1540s. gold mining in Quito became much more capital 

intensive and largely overseen by Spanish specialins. Miners Bowed into the placer 

districts around Santa Birbara. Loyola, and Valladolid. and soon made &air way to the 

jungle lowlands around Macas. east of Cuenca and Zmora. east of Loja Some time in 

the mid-1550s. gold was discovered at Zanuna The southern bonanzas were only part 

of the picture. At the same time. in the 1550s. especially. gold was discovered in the 

lowlarrds around Mocoa. east of Pasto, in the highlands to the nonh, a t  Almaguer, and in ' 

- 
l9 ANHQ Real Hacienda, caja 34. libm de Ii1ndici6a vol.2 
lo ANHQ Real Hacienda caja 35, v o C  Man enm-er w m  for caciques. but ochas xh ro have bem 
mdividtml vilhgc Indian% 



I *  
the several river basins surrounding Popayin. Some of  this Popayin gold tvould flow .! 
nonhward. eventually to C-ena and then Spain but march of it would find irs \bay 

south to Quito's expanding ass de fundicion. 

Apparently rrcognin'ng the need for a consrant flow of precious metals in the 

booming capital. Quito's early bureaucrats sought out means of stimulating the long- 

distance gold trade. Gold specifically said to originate in  Popayh first appeared in h e  

libros de fundicidn of Quito in 1549.11 Popayh gold was to be taxed in Quito at the 

d i m o .  or ten percent for at lean twenty years afierwards. Still. little gold came to 

Quito before 1569. when this concession w a s  esended and impmved to the dozovo. or 

just over eight percent Quito's Real Hacienda officials seem to have been consciously 

competing with the northern bdiciones of Cali. Camgo and Ansenna and their 

continued a x  incentives seem to have worked. Quito itself was not located in gold 

country. so in order to survive as a mercantile capital it had to devise methods of 

anracting precious metals from its own administrative margins. Funher maodates stated 

hat all gold collected in the southern cajas of famora. Satn Loja and Cuenca were to 

be remined to the capital prior to transshipment to Guayaquil. Thus. by effectively 

monopolizing gold collection at least for a time Quito uns able to almost artificially 

transform itself k t o  the principal hub o f  trade in the northern Andes. [t was no Potosi. 

ro be sure. but for almost a century Quito was a legitimate center. a kind of golden pale. 

M k  2. Gold Rcginaed in the Audimcia o f  Quito. 1548-1599 (noc including fundiciona o f  Cali 
Camgo. o r  A-a). in pesos de burn om (caJ.6& 22-R Au each) 

Year - m -  Year - Year r o e 1  - - Teal year - 
I548 45.100 ' 1561 74511 I574 237280 1587 123.730 
I549 48.768 1562 7451 I 1575 223.430 1588 186530 
I550 53.420 ' 1563 74511 1576 233500 1589 156.190 
IS51 110.640 1564 74511 1577 219.006) 1590 131280 
1 5 s  108.410 I565 74511 1578 2?7950 1591 107.1 70 
I sn 9 9 3 5 -  1566 1~1.460 1579 278270 1592 no rccotd 
1555 99255 1567 218980 1580 3 6 3 3 0  1593 95390 

?IANHQ Real HmMenda. caja 34. voL1. f.104~. Eenaldmr's booty ~ a o f ~ e  l53OsprubabIy also 
originad in pan in Popayh Mined gold h m  this dimin wans ro have fun cnuml Quito about a 
d d c  larer. 



1555 9 9 3 5  ' 1568 214.860 1581 37.900 1694 150310 
1556 9 9 3 5  1569 I j Z E O  I582 406.790 1595 74.l20 
1557 9 9 3 5  1 9 0  1 6 6 2 0  1583 187.650 15% 130.710 
1558. 99255 1571 174380 15M 211980 1597 80.7?0 ' 

1559 105301 1572 142550 1585 156.770 1598 176.830 
1560 74511' 1573 115.920 I586 21L170 I599 127.680 

TOTAL (all years) 7.632005 

'avcmga bavd on rnulri-year. unitemized tot&- sources for 311 torats include AGI Contaduria 1538. 
1540. 1468. 1469. IS70 and ANHQ Real Hacienda Cajac 1-37. 

The southern goldfields o f  Cuenca Zamom Z m a  and Yaguarsongo would all 

play a significant role in the creation of Quito's 'golden age'. but gold origin;lu'ng in h e  

Gobernacion of Popayin was.also very important especially after 1560. In 1569. for 

example. om en polvo. or gold dust From Popayin cornp"sed ju.& over two-thirds of all 

gold mgistered in Quito's casa de hdici6n. or 44.198 pesos out o f  a total of 67505.z 

All receipts fiom the southern mines of  Quito combined suggest a total registry of just 

under 64.000 pesos in 1569. so gold originating in Quito proper amounted to 

approximarely 17.000 pesos. Popayh gold registered in Quito in this year. then 

amounted to almost exactly one third of the total of 133,820 pesas (ca 61 1 kg). Zamira 

Diar estimates Lhat about 65.000 gold pesos were registered in the northern fimdiciones 

of Popayzk in 1569. bringing Popayids share of total production to approximately 

110.000 pesos. or about 55%.U Gold production in Popayh as Diaz's figures h m  

Cali. Cartago and so on suggest appears to have fluctuated wildly h r n  year to year 

between 1551 and 1599. My feling is chat some of this instability may be accounted 

for by gauging the importance of overland trade raw gold to Quito, 

As he following table demonstrates. Popayin gold by the 15705- at least. 

constituted over seventy percent of all gold taxed in Quito's casa de  ti1ndici6n. Gold 

produced in the southern highlands was aIso peaking during this time, but most of  it was 

taxed at the srneltries of Zamora. Loja and Cuenca The resulting quintos diezmos a d  

n ANHQ &I h i e n &  ~ j i l 3 5 .  "OIL " D l a s  Oro. saciadndy econmia p.132 Diazonly pmvida a bar graph unroraunarcly. whac a 
precise tabk would be u s e t i ~ L  
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so on were sent on to Quito's r t d  hacienda officials. as mandated but the remaining 

eighty to ninety percent of southern gold production could have gone anywhere. It is 

very likely that much of h i s  axed gold also made its way to Quito merchants. but other 

outlets included Guayaquil (the normal denination for Quito's remittances) and more 

significantly for the e-reme southern districts. Paita and thence Lima Because it could 

not easily control bullion flows in h e  southern highlands. Quito depended as much on a 

steady flow of gold southward from the more-or-less landlocked upper Cauca Valley as 

it did on gold flowing nonhward horn Zamora and Zaruma This flow was assured to 

some caent by trade with the relatively nearby Pasto region which boaned important 

mines to the east in the hot country of the upper Caqueti and ~utumaio  Rivers. Gold 

h m  mines louted funher to the north however. fmm AImaguer to Buga was dram 

southward by Quito's LXY incentives. By at lean 1569. gold originating in the 

Gobemaci6n of  Popayin was taxed at the highly amctive rate of 833% (the-dozmeo. or 

twelfth). No other cam de Fundicion could boast such a rate for mined gold and as a 

result Popayiin's many merchants quickly set up a long-diitance trade in which bullion 

was the principal cargo. 

Table 3. Pop* Gold Rcgisxrcd in Quito's Libm dc Fundici6n. 1569-1576: 

Y l 3 R  - 
1569 
1570 
1571 
Im 
Im 
IS74 
1575 
1576 
TOTAL 

Gold P a o s  reg. Quito 
67505 
56.660 
71.92J 
80.610 
65505 
91.618 
87595 
69.416 
590.832 

*saurce ANHQ Real Hacienda. caja 35, vol2 

Gold Paos orie. POD. 
44.198 
33363 
53.896 
59.887 
48528 
67.3232 
61.098 
56.803 
475.005 

% o f  Quito hndicion 
65-47 
58.88 
7493 
7 4 3  
74.08 
7338 
69.75 
81.83 
a v 5  7158% oftotal 

Complete libros de fundici6n for the crucial decade ofthe 1580s are not 

available, but bgments h m  1580 and 1584 offer some clues. Between mid-May and 



early My of 1580 the Quito assayer smelted and myked 12.459 pesos of fine gold. Of 

this amount 1 1.092 pesos had originated in Popayh now- favored by the older tax 

concession of diezmo (vs. the umal quint0 paid by other regions). constituting some 

89% of the t ~ r a l ? ~  Another hgmentary record for November and early December of 

1584 showsa total ngimy of 1'121 pesos of fine gold. The Popayin portion \ v z  

offset somewhat during this period by several shipments of gold originaung in the 

mines ofZaruma (which was also temporarily favored by a dieano concession at  this 

rime). but the nonhern gold still constitu~cd 78% of the total- or 9.458 pesos-lj If rhese 

Gngmenrs arc any indication of ovedl  trends. it would seem that Popayiin gold was 

flowing into  to in ever increasing amounts. perhitps up to 80% of the total smelted in 

the city in fhe 1580s. up h m  just over 70% in the 1570s. Pmducfion in some d i c f s  

of the southern highlands was also peaking in the early 1580s. though only rhe diemos 
'-4 

and quintos. todling 10.000 to 15.000 pesos per year- seem ro have made their way to 

Quito. An anonymous relaci6n of about 1580 claimed rhat miners in Zamora paid some 

10.000 gold pejbs per year in diezmos. Zaruma's miners paid some 2.000 to 3.000 in 

diezmos (a nmng indication of the disnict's early weakness. as these numben aanslate 

into only 20.000 to 30.000 pesos of low-karat gold per year) and the Yaguarsongo 

district of Santiago de las Montaiias was likewise yielding a yearly diezmo of 

approximarely i 0 0 0  to 3.000 pesos.z6 These cstirnatcs am supponed by a region-wide 

account s u m m q  undertaken in Quito in 1589. which showed the southern caja 
', .. 

remissions in t h ~  l580s to have ranged &om 7.000 to over 10.000 gold p a o s  per year in 

the 1580s-27 ~cgion-specific fa. breaks seem to have rvpircd toward the end of this 
1 .  

decade. and unda review for cenewai during cbc 1589 visita 

By the Gd-1590s. Quito's h d i c i 6 n  was recording up to 92% percent Popayin 

gold This m j m c  dependence on the norlhem governorship was all the more notable 

'. ' -i 

ANHQ Real *cnda.aja 1.14-v-1580. fE171-86 . (on'~  page numbas uxd). 
a ANHQ Real Hacienda, caja 1.2-xi-1584. ff.143-150~. (briginal page numbers). 
?d P c n a  Lciva RHGQ t I. pp.488-89. 
AGI Conadtufa 1538. R.179-224. 



at a time when the southern mjiu of Loja and Cuenca ivere not nmined :o Quito. but 

rather were being sent overland to Paita and thence to Panama and ~ ~ a i n . ? ~  On I I 

~ovember '  1597. a royal cedula gmted the d i m 0  to all gold originating in the 

Audiencia of  Quito for thm years. levelling the field somewhat and encouraging a 

nonhward flow of bullion to correspond with the already ovenvhelming southward 

0ne.2~ .& the table below demonmates. this ccdula temporarily encouraged southern 

producers to send gold to Quito's fundicion lowering Popayids proportion to j u s  under 

80% in 1398. Quito was at a disadvantage in Lhis endeavor. however. since the southern 

cajas wevere also allowed the universal diezmo concession during this time. part of a 

crown effort to stimulate mining exploration and expansion in a period of increasing 

fiscal pressure in Europe. Partly for this reason. Popayh gold continued to dominate in 

Quito. approaching 90% of the r o d  once again by 1600. The asas de timdici6n of Cali 

and Camgo wen apparently still saddled with higher rates during this ume, as gold 

originating as far north as the Quiebraloma mines of Anserma was recorded in Quito in 

1599.30 Other Popayin sources named during these years were JeIimi. Chisquio. 

Almaguer. Pano. Pupiales and Mocoa while Quito sources included Tuza Quijos. 

M a w .  Zamon. Santiago de las Montailas. Santa Maria d e  N i e n  Cangaza Valladolid 

Loyola Zaruma C-ibamba and Santa BCbara 

Table 4. P o p a m  Gold Rcghclrd in Quito's Libms de Fi~ndicidh 1595-1600: 

YEAR - Gold Pesor m. Quito Gold Paos oric. POD. % of Ouiro Fundici6n 
I595 =435 47.299 9020 
1596 67.542 6 2 4  10 92-54 
1597 57273 5 1965 90.73 
1598 58594 J6.129 79.65 
1599 56,800 48.088 84.66 
1600 51985 45.884 8826 
TOTAL (6 years) M 5 3 3  ;0l.n5 avg. 87.6% of rod 

Szaszdii 'Preliminary Gtimafe of Gold and Silver Roducu'on in America. 1501-1610'. p.183. Srsadi 
nora  thal m i u i o m  h m  the caja real of Cucncl for he yean 15%. 98.99 and 160 1-03 may be found 
in AGI Contulurta 1468. 1469. I470 and 1862 

ANHQ Real Hacienda caja 37. libm de Fimdicidn 1595-1600. f.123~. 
Ibid- f 194~ .  
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'~ource ANHQRmi Hacienda oja  37 

We have demonmated that gold pmducrion in h e  entire Kingdom of  Quiro 

druing the kneenth century was quite subsumrial. but 1%- have not show where his 

gold flowed beyond Ihe city of Quito itselL A clear sense of this ne.a stage in the study 

of early c o l o ~ a l  bullion flo\vs can only be hinted at henz as a thorough study o f  notvial 

records for the same period would be needed at the very least to gauge private expon 

i;F': ,, and local retention of bullion afier quinting. Such a study is c m n d y  undenny in 
I 

Quito, but in lieu of  its mults- & may observe rcconls relaring the size of  Quito's 

shipment of Pe-an bultion was recorded and it& at Panama Most of  the 

likely that rno; eventually landed in Spain. Szasdi. whose stirnates of Quito gold 
. 

AGI Conmdrqip 1540.26~-155% cfAGf Coar 1540 (Cartas 1608) rcsoro of Pau sat Imm 
Ponovclo (v) I60W 1.042391p Ag ampda (450m) + 32Op6t7g bAu (260.6.1 I h m  Quiro) + 
67.796 pancon& (61 80.6 &om Quiro). 
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benveen 30% and one-half of all gold pmduced in the . h e r i c u  \!as retained in the 

colonies beween I500 and 1610. mostly by merchants.;; If this wvas m e  in the case of 

Quito. we would expect to see some evidence of increased lending and hence capital 

investment in te.sile manufactme- land improvements and internal commerce. This 

hypothesis. too. remains to be proved. 

1600- 1640: The Boom Ends 

As is evident in the graph gold pmduction in Quiro underwent a precipitous 

decline in the 1590s. By 1600 the audiencia entered a mining crisis h m  which it 

would never recover. The industry would be mildly resuscitated in the first and third 

decades orthe seventeenth century. but thesc bricf b u m s  of activity seem only to have 

been the last gasps of a dying organism. The organic metaphor was not entirely 

inappropriate. in f a c ~  as the decline of the milles was directly linked to the decline in 

Indian numbers. The audiencia in general. but especklly the harsh mi&g zones. had 

become graveyards fcr lens of thousands of native Americans. Those who had not 

perished fmm mimeatment hunger. or disease had fled. migrared to non-mining zones 

or. in some cases. openly rebelled. Uprisings among h e  Jibaroans. or Shuarof h e  

southern Oriente and the Mocoans of h e  northern Ch-iente had created an e m m e  

contraction of mining frontiers in the audiencia. Other mines. such as the placers nonh 

of Cuencaand around Pasto. had simply played out, labor shortages notwithstanding. 

The hardruck mines o f  Zaruma struggled on. but Indians could not be made to stay and 

Afn'cans were deemed too cupensive. Only the Pacific lowlands remained to be 

conquered. and with the decline in exploitation of  highland and Oriente gold deposits. 

some Spanish elites shifted their focus westward. 

Quito did not give up hope for the older districts, to be sure. but few remedies 

seemed viable. In response to one anempted solution, a major conflict arose in the 

Slamii. "Preliminary Enimare of Gold and Silver Rodvetion in America*. p m .  



1620s benrrcn the casa de fundicion of Quiro and those of Loja and Cali. Quito had 

pained a new concession h m  the crown and was not\* charging only a fifteenth (thr: 

quinzmo. or 6.7%) on all gold originating in mines (as opposed to graves). no maner 

how dinant Though presented as a means of shulat ing production an aid to miners. 

this was an obvio'us ploy to draw gold away from other. rival collection centers. The 

Real Hacienda officials of Loja and Cali petitioned for relief. claiming that they were 

left with such minimal income that they could not even pay h e i r  own sala"es. The 

mines of both districts were in c"sis. and now what Iide gold continued to be produced 

was being siphoned off by the caja real of Quito. in spite of the fact h t  it was located 

almost a thousand kilomeren dinant-over extremely rough uails-hm either town. 

The cmwn granted equal footing. the quinzavo. to Cali and Loja but the mining 

industry did not recover.j4 Quito. as a result essentially disappeared from view as a 

major gold market in the lndies after the fm quarter of the seventeenth century. Quito's 

trrasurer. Pedro de  Vera called for a new mu concession in 1632. but his remarks were 

hardly hopeful: 

'...after [the quinzavo concession ended] there has been a great shonage [of g o l a  and 
very little is brought in and it would serve Your Highness to renew the said concession 
(merced) for another ten or twelve yean in consideration of the cons that are involved 
and since the minesof this land are becoming exhausted it would serve to animate them 
Lhat they should be worked again and that new ones be searched O U L . . ' ~ ~  

For Loja. see AGI Contaduria 1540. cam 13-vi-1619. where Loja oiTcia1 A n d m  Delgado de Scgovia 
complained that thecaja m l  could not keep up with annual bilk of 9.000 paor especially when quintos 
horn Zuwna had fallen to only 966 pesor by 1628. For Cali. see ACC S i g  305.IS.i~-162. where h e  
governor of Popay;lR Juan M e n h d a  Mdrqua. hued a temporay cedula ordering chat mined gold be 
sent to Cali and not cluwherr. for smelting. This bald gesture came in response to cries from Cali's 
o l i c k h  d e s  who claimed chat locally-produced gold was flowing to Quito because of rh t  quimvo 
rnaud. Theirargument w a s s t ~ ~ n g a  than Loja's cowidcring rhal Cali had been chYging the full quinto. 
mber than the dimno. for some yearr Funha. it was claimed gold was being Imt in river aussingr on 
L e  way to Quito and local menhanu were making profit (gmnjc~rb) at h e  cmwn's u p a ~ ~ ~  by d i n g  
miners' p v e k y  and chains' for cheir'om en polvo'. 
IS AGI Conedurfa IYO, 162423 accouou The original quinzavo m d  had been grand for eight 
years beginning in 1620 due to failing miner and chronic rhoragaof  Indian labor. The request ofthe 
mamm is found in che same Itgajo. dawd 12-vi-1632 C-dcspua a faIrado y a muy poco lo que w 
hat y sifvase V Magd de pmrrogar Ia dha r n d  por o m  d i n  o doce anas en coruidaacion de 10s 



These were the twilight years of the btorga presidency. and it seemed that the Audiencia 

of Quito shared a similar trajectory with its most famous bureaucrat A lifetime of 

opulence and bold 'conquests' had ended in a quagmire of accusations. failed cosmetic 

remedies. decadence and g o u ~  The mines were dead. an entire indigenous underclass 

was in danger of disappearing and now pirates threatened to desuby rhe Pacific c o r n  

The d e s  of the game had changed forever. and Quito. like the outdated Dr. Morga 

chose to bow out rather rhan respond. The celebrated Quito textile indusnyusny which 

Phelan dubbed the 'Sweatshop of the Andes'. bas simply not well enough developed or 

situared to offer more than a tenuous lifeline to the southern Andean silvereconomy. 

which was iuelf entering a period of crisis by rime. Depression was real and 

immediately felt throughout Peru-even the celebrated silver industry of Potosi was 

lurching toward decadence. Without a new gold or silver cycle to revive it. Quito's 

'long seventeenth century' would be longer and more severely depressed than most. 

Table 5. Gold Regisred in he AUdimcia ofQuito (excluding fundiciona of Cali Popaydn and 
-0). 1600.1639 (in Canellanos de burn om) 

Year - 
1600 
1601 
1602 
1603 
1604 
1605 
I606 
I607 
1608 . 
1609 

Year - 
1610 
1619 
1624 
1625 
1626 
1627 
1628 
1629 
1639 

Total (all years): 

'Source AGI Conradh 1WO.186L ANHQ Real Hacienda Cajas 1-37. 

ganos quc tienen y que se van aeamdo las minas d a r a  bcna y a bien animarlm que nabajen y busquen 
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Kenneth .hdrien and othen have treated the issue of the soqalled seventeenth- 

century d e p w i o n  in the Viceroyalty of  Peru. but none have sought to probe the depths 

of this bmad regional mnd in the relatively isolated Audiencia of  ~uiro.36 Although 

the present study is by no means an anempt to prove or disprove the depression theory. 

my feeling is that the enormous decline in the gold mining industry. coupled with (and 

in many ways caused by) the drastic decline in Indian numbers. wws a major cause for 

regional economic decadence. Whereas silver in the southern Andes continued to flow 

in substantial if much reduced quantities throughout the seventeenth cenrury. in Quito 

after 1640. gold virtually disappeared h m  circulation. -4s in the Peruvian case 

described by Andrien Quito's fiscal authorities. now searching for lost gold mining 

icvenues. simultaneously found themselves charged with greatly expanded tau 

collection duties., This shift in fiscal policy. closely linked to Spain's European war 
. , 

efforts under Philip W (1621 -69. enfailed a series of novel ray collection schemes. the 

so-called donatives gmciosos. These tiscal innovations came at a time when colonial 

elites in Quito's highlands were shifting their assels into agricuIrural production and 

re.nilc manufa- and away from mining. Elites in Quito. as in Pent w d y  resented 

these new taxes and the officials who sought to extract h e m  and a fiscal &sis ensued. 

Obrajeros. or textile mill owners. and hacendados dike resisted the crown's new 
I. 

f: vigilance by failing to pay the new duties and by avoiding new invemnents. killing 

producuviry. By the late seventeenth century. even as t e . l e  manufacture was soaring. 

+> 
Quito was considertd the most prodigal o f  all Peru's h - c t s  in terms of uncollected 

k , <  revenue. s 
f',, In spite of all these compounded crises. however. the mining sector in Quito was 
:, 

not forgotten. Officials in Lojacompkned in the late 1620s that Quito had bankrupted 
k 
L h e  local caja real by offering t a ~  bbrcaks to Zaruma's few ening gold miners- The 

:! quinzavo (6.7%) offered in Quito after 1620 had drawn so much gold away h m  Loja. 

$,J 

P 
i. Kenneth I. Andrien, Cririr aad &line- llte Th~oyahy of Peru in the i%m!& Cuuury. 

: Albuquaqur University of New Mexico Ras. 1985. 
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which was stiil saddled with the diezmo (1  0%). hat the caja could not cover i u  minimal 

annual e ~ ~ e n d i r u r e s . ~ ~  Loja's oficials recognized he decadence of ilanuna's hardmck 

mines. but claimed that official comption and general tau evasion were exacerbating 

the situation significanily. They claimed that despite rhe miners' hand-wringing 

restimonies ro h e  conuary. Zaruma still boastedat least fourteen srampmills in constant 

operation each capable of producing h r e  to four pesos o f  gold per day. Alongside this 

milled and refined hardrock gold seventeen or eighteen merchanu (rescaradores de 

oro) purchased at least twelve pesos per month from k - l a n c e  Indian nream p m e n .  

These figures suggested a yearly production ofsome 20.000-25.000 gold pesos per ycar 

at Zaruma. well above the amounts represented in tax ledgers. Contaduria officials in 

Spain lowered Loja's gold k u  to h e  quinzavo and authorized an investigation of the 

Zaruma mines. The visita which took place around 1630. nsulted in a general revolt 

the miners refured to pay an &mared 30.000 pesos in back quintos and shut down their 

mines and mills in response. They only agmd to restart the mills when rhe burden was 

reduced to 12.000 pesos and threats of c o n f i r i o n  were removdj8 

Official attempts to rationalize mining tax collection. such as the Loja initiative 

seen here.. did little to stimulate a gold mining recovery in the Audiencia of Quito. If 

anything. the punishing visitas seriously dampened whatever enfhusi- for investment 

h t  might have remained in rhe mining camps by Ihe 1630s. In m economy as 

fiacturrd and isolated as seventeenth-century Quito's, gold miners inevitably formed 

quasi-independent enclaves with peculiar economic features only fully undcmood by 

insiders. Mining was a complex. extremely risky and cyclical business. a thing which 

crown officials bent on increasing or at lean nabiliziog quinto revenues repeatedly 

failed to  grasp. Unlike large-scale agriculture. which tended to produce revenue in a 

relatively stable fashion over the long t e r n  mining, especially gold mining, was 

inherently unprediclabie. In an era marked by very limited geological understanding. 

l7 AGI Contadurfa 1540. cum. 13-vi-1629. 
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one y d s  bonanza (aJ\-;lvs referred to as a God-given bounty rather than a result of 

specialized knowledge) was another y d s  bust. For this w o n  miners often appeared 

to have hidden more income than they actually could have. a problem of understanding 

both for contemporary officials and for historians interested in calculating production 

volume. That Z m a  could have theoretically produced 20.000 mellanos of gold per 

year in the 1630s is not unreasonable-in the 1570s the dimicr had probably yielded 

four rimes this amount To claim that this figure was actually achieved based on a 

calculauon o f  optimum pmductive capacity. however. is to ignore the many orher 

facton involved in mining and refining. Mines were deeper and more expensive to 

excavate now. and Indian mitayos were increasingly h a d  to come by. Ignorance of this 

breach between potential and reality. [ would argue. was as imponant a factor in the 

decline of the southern gold economy as Indian demographic collapse. As will be seen 

below. similarly-zealous and ignorant official meddling would hobble gold miners in the 

new placer mines of the wet Pacific littoral at the end of the seventeenth century. 

The Loog Decline: Gold Production in Quito. 1640- 182 1 

In May of 1726 a gold- and silver-smith named Francisco Murillo petitioned the 

Audiencia of Quito for a space to practice his new office. He had just been named 

official assayer and smelter for the crown but he had not been given keys to the so- 

called 'osa de ti~ndici6n'. The audiencia claimed that unfbrmaately there was no such 

place in existence. and that as long as they could remember the official smelters and 

assayers had simply operated out o f  their private shops in town Murillo was not 

convinced of this. and he set out to prove. almost two hundred years after its initial 

founding, that Quito had indeed had a casa de fundicihn, and &at the building was still 

nanding. The determined platero set about collecting memories h r n  older 

silvasmiths, some of  whom recalled a set location behind the audiencia palace. near the 

royal jail. apparently. He also examined documents in the audiencia's archives which 



Funher bolstered his claim. Eventually. 4lurillo presented his employers uith a firm 

proposition: the c u a  de b d i c i d n  so long neglected N still in e?o'nence. and it u x  

now serving 3s an apanment for a coun doorguard. The w y e r  demanded that this 

servant of the audiencia the porrero Francisco Pico. be evicted so that he may reclaim 

his due workspace. The audiencia sent an inspector to examine the compact apartment 

immediately adjacent to the court jail. and evidence of a former oven ofsome kind and a 

royal seal painted on the doo jam ourside were indeed found. The place. it was agreed. 

may have served as a smeltry at some point in the distant past. Unconvinced of the need 

ro kick out a reliable tenant however. the audiencia turned down blurillo's request39 

Murillo's petiaon reveals more than a dispute over a workshop. In facr. it 

symbolizes the incredible decline in gold meiprs through most of the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries in Quito. By 1726. only the oldest silversmiths in town could 

remember there ever having been an official smeltry. Murillo. in his quest for a rent- 

Free shop in h e  crowded downtown capid. would eve11 claim that re-opening the - 
de Fundicidn would lead to a renewed inIlux of gold into the city. This seemingly 

absurd 'if-we-build-it-rhey-willtome' argument was scoffed at by the audiencia's 

members; they knew all too well h a t  Quito was no longer a major gold market The 

southern mines of Zamom and Yaguarsongo were ovcrmn with retalcimt Indians. the 

mines of Zanuna were experiencing a new labor crisis with the ban on Indian tnita 

labar. and the mints o f  the northern Onente were small works to begin wirh but were 

even less productive now due to high transport costs and encomienda senrice 

restrictions. Most important among the many factors leading to Quito's decline. 

perhaps was the re-orientation of the Popayrin mines to the north. Whereas in 1590 a 

large portion of P o p y i n  gold production made its way to Quito for taxation and 

transshipment by 1690 this portion had dwindled significantly. 'Ihe Barbacoas mines, 

which were only tentatively controlled by the audiencia. were producing handsomely. 

even ia the 1720s. Udormoately, however. that region's gold was now w e d  in the 

'' ANHQ Real Hacienda caja 10.9-v-1726. 



former prominence as a axing center. however- had long bem displaced. The only gold 

entering Quito by the early eighteenth century m e  in the saddlebags of merchants. 

some m p e d  with the royal seal. some clandestine and illegal. but neither amounting 

to the volum& seen in the sixteenth cennuy. 

Decline in Quito. as in all mining q ions .  is difficult to gauge wirh precision. 

low karat. was heavily discounted by merchants arid crown officials; it garnered only 

Meive d e s  per casellano (1 & IR pesos for ca.46g). compared with at least eighteen 

d e s  for a casrellano of  gold h m  Barbacoas. Gold prices aside. in none of these years 

Officials in Loja had complained of his situation in the late 1620% a s  we have 

noted lament* his district's mining bust as follows: 
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'the decline which this member o f  the Royal Hacienda has  experienced has been caused 
by the shortage of Indians and their consumption (connrmo) in the mining districts. and 
likewise the mines (have k e n  consumed by them]. such that those of the $mvinc; o f  
Zamora wee terminated leaving not a single citizen nor ingenio for many years now. 
and those of the Gobemaci6n of  Yaguarsongo lack ingenios and the Indians only pay 
their tribute to their encornenderos. taking gold tiurn the quebradas and river beaches 
with such tenuousness that they can bmly susrain themselves. and they live in .such 
poverty and necessity that the greatest number of  lndian miners (&icamuyos) held by 
an cncomendero is twenty. most having only two or three. all of  them together not 
amounting to eighry Indians. and those held in encomienda by the Charity Hospital of 
Lima in the province of Zamora do not amount to forty; and the minesof h e  villa o f  
Zaruma are so e.xhausted (acabados) that not even ten ingenios operate. ind these 
continue to work not becaw of the inrerest of the dueilos in recovering gold. which 
does not pay for itself (no rinde para el garro ordinario). but rather in order to not lose 
their share (accidn) of the mi'iayos. whose labor and cent susrains them as if they were 
slaves. occupying them in other tasks. which the corregidotes do not prevent for fear of 
losing their five-hundred-ducat salaries, annuities from h e  said ingenios and paid [in 
exchange1 for supplying mitayos for them in the same fashion as when the mines were 
productive (en mya grosedad antigua), when likewise rhis caja was founded but now 
the decline [in income] is such that it is a rare year when corn do not c~cced income by 
many pcso~SJ1 

This crown ofticial's assessment of  the southem gold districts in the later seventeenth 

century deserves to be quoted in fir11 because it exp- wkot would come to be a fixed 

notion in Quito until the late eighteenth century, at least In a word the Kingdom o f  

Quito had no mines. If it did. there were no Indians to work them or the only [ndians 

available were inmctible rebels. This fatalism and malaise seems to have been 

accepted without question as if it we= the will of  God Countless commentarors ffom 

the mid-seventeenth century onward would remark lhat what mineral wealth remained 

to be had in the audiencia was not worth the trouble involved in emacting i t  M t h  the 

experiences of Zamora, Zanuna and Yaguanongo in mind. by the mid-seventeenth 

century it seemed that the buried tmmms o f  the southern highlands had been c u r d  to 

oblivion. 

I t  Ibid. (commenn o f  D. Aifonso de la Cueva. 1663). 
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But while gold receipts in the southern audiencia were in decline. and Quito 

itself fell from a primary position as rhe cenml casa de hdici6n. gold mining rras by 

no means disappearing altogether. As  we have seen above. new mining frontiers were 

constandy sought out during the Ian quaner of the seventeenth century. leading to the 

development of  h e  Napo and Punino placers in the Orienre. but much more ~ r n p o m t l y  

h e  development of major disuicts along h e  Pacific coasr These dismcts. in order o€ 

conquest were Barbilcoas. the Raposo-Dagua drainage and rhe Choco. All three of 

hese distn'cts fell within the governorship of Popayin. and h u s  by proxy were presided 

over by the Audiencia of Quito. As these new h n t i e r  gold districts expanded their 

pmduce found its way to the highland citis. especially Popayin. Pasto and Quito. 

Locally established casas de fundicion. however. meant that rnoa of the bullion which 

arrived in these cities had already been raued. For students wishing to compile 

seventeenth-cennrry production records this shih in poinrs of collection creates many 

difXcultia. Simply p u t  few ofthe local libros de bd ic i6n  survive. disallowing any 

detailed evaluation of production and flows of the kind presented above for the 

sheen& century. The m o &  which do survive. however. hint at the volumes of gold 

produced in these newer regions. and occasionally provide details about the gold's 

$. 
t , 3  

dmination- 

Fragmentary tau records from the 1660s show production in the early Choc6 and 

parts of Barbacoas to have been rather mall. Miners on the finbiqui River showed 

their account books. or libros de saccrr. to visiting officials in 1664. Seven mine owners 

and administrators reported their production for I663 and 1664 as only 2.7 10 gold 

pesos. or an average of under 200 pesos per year each-42 Tirnbiqui was a subregion of 

Barbacoas, and it had been in sporadic production only since the 1630s. so low yields 

w m  perhaps not surprising- The first quintos recorded for the wulhem Choc6 and 

Raposo. h m  1667-70. show production for those four years as 7,920 gold pesos, or just 

a ACC Sig. I2922 



under 2.000 castellanos per year. d t h  an added 4.000 pesos collected in uibute !ibm the 

Noanama ~ndiu l s .~ j  Much of this gold made its way to Popayin. whey  most of the 

seventeenth-century miners and conqueron of the Choco were based. The heavy 

mining burdens of these early years led to serious revolts in the Choco in the 1680s. 

involving both Indians and .%can slaves. As a a u l t  development of the gold fields 

amund N6vila and Cifari would be delayed for mother generation or two. 

Royal ueasury oficials. whether in Quito or Popayin. were very anenuve to the 

problem ofcollecting all types of taxes fium d i m t  mining centers. and some even 

made f q u e n t  if difficult journeys to make sure that laws were enforced (and 

simultaneously to insure that their own i n t e r n  we= not being ignored). A long- 

standing hrasurer of seventeenth-century Popayin. Bemardino P6rez de.llbillus. visited 

Barbacoas on several occasions. establishing the libms de sacas accounting method in 

1658 and returning to check accounts in 1672. Quinto tigures fium the 1672 visit do 

not survive. but related letters reveal the crown's willingness to enforce collecuon. 

Apparently several miners who had failed to pay alcabalas (sales taxes) and tributes 

along with quintos. were mipped of their holdings. their mines placed in thc oare of 

administrators and their slaves auctioned. One delinquent debtor. a miner named Pedro 

de Santa Cnu, claimed that his failure to pay alcabalas was the result of .lSs advanced 

age and ill halth. UbilIus responded harshly. calling these excuses 'frivolous evasions 

for failing to pay to His Majesty's dues after many years in arrears'.u The debts of the 

maser could easily reverse the formnes of a freed slave. as happened in this case. 

Apparently Crin6bal R a  a slave freed by Santa Cnrz some years carlie;. had been 

purchased on d t  Considering hat his former master's mortgages (hiporecar) 

remained unpaid Ubillus had the unfortunate slave Ruiz apprehended and auctioned 

without a second thought 

AGI mica 67. T.113. 
+I ACC Sig 1774. f2v. Cebasiana h i l a r  par no pagara su Magd lo que deve de rnuchos &os 
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In the early 1680s a miner and emerging caudillo in Barbacoas. BanolomC 

Es tup iw claimed that over rhe five-year period 1678-1682 combined remissions h m  

Sanca Maria del Pueno to the real hacienda ofticials of Popayk amounted lo some 

13.000 mellanos. Given other cosrs paid by regional cajas. including fines. media  

unnotas (ofice-holders' rents) and royal esranco. or monopoly income. probably no 

more than 10.000 pesos had derived h m  quintos. This would still suggest a handsome 

153.800 to 300.000 castellanos produced during these five years. or between 30.760 and 

40.000 gold pesos annually. This rate seems high compared with registered figures 
1' 

horn the following three years. and h p W s  own mines yielded only 4.000 

mellanos during this five-year period This means rhat something like forty other 

minen would have had to have registered similar yields during the same five yeas. an 

unlikely possibility at this stage of regional development A boom during these years 

b, would not have been impossible. but more precise t a ~  records for the years following 

L' ' 
X 1 

his interim suggest a more likely annual production in Barbacoas of about 15.000 to 

L' 20.000 gold pesos by the late 1670s.~5 k' 
P An official ledger of  the caja real of Santa Maria del Pueno. the provincial 
g:  

capital of Barbacoas. dates to 1683-85. and reveals a not insubstantial level of gold 

6 output by this time. Registered production in Barbacoas apparently jumped Fmm 5.475 
..' 
C;: gold pesos in 1683 to 20.442 pesos in 1684P6 Some of this gold had been brought in 

i by miners working on the Rio Timbiqui but most was recovered h m  nearby mines on 

the Telembi. Magui. Guelmambi and Telpi Rivers. Barbacoas gold was highly 

1 esteemed throughout the audicncia as it averaged 20-karat or higher purity. and. unlike 
/t 

d' much Chocb gold it contained Little platinum The account books for these years 

k., conlain not only smelny records. but also customs duties. These taxes. d e d  

Pb. almojari/ccgos. reveal a substantial coastal made with Panama and Guayaquil. 

b:: wgga~ing that some Barbacoas gold was sear to merchants based in these cities in 

ANHQ Popydn caja 8. 1683. Empi17in claimed that his mines yielded 3973 castellanos benvrm 
30-xi-1677 and 24-xi-1681 

ACC Sig. 1099.0. 
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exchange for slaves. salt iron \vine and other commodities. The volume of bade in 

bulk goods seems to have been greater with h e  highlands. however. as several envies 

mention gold bullion being sent to Popayin and Quito to senle debts with merchanrs 

residing in hose cities. In any case. mining income seems to have been fairly unstable 

in Barbacoas during this time. as registered gold production for 1685 deciined 

somewhat to 18387 We cannot completely trust hese tau book to be an 

accurate record of production however. especially considering the ttmoteness of the 

region and its easy access to sea lanes. Gold was diFficult to keep nack of in such an 

environment and given rhe vagaries of weather. worker resistance. pirate nnacks and so 

on. year-to-year gold output was bound ro be inconsistent The e.xistence of so many 

variables should give pause to m y  attempt at extrapolation over decades. Funhermore. 

gold could be quinted elsewhere. as evidenced by an additional 1.500 pesos h m  

Barbacoas registered in Quito in 1685. bringing that y&s registered toral production to 

19.887 pesos?* 

Quinto records h r n  Popayiin for the decade of  the 1680s. though far above 

collectiom in contemporary Quito. show similar fluctuations. Based on the veintavo. or 

5% ~ a . .  Tate in effect for his  period. gold production registered in Popuyin ranged From 

4.400 gold pesos in 1682 to 109.060 castellanos in 1684. The total registered for the 

twelve year period 1680-1691. was 637340 gold pesos. or an average of jun over 

53.000 pesos per y d 9  Although crown officials hied to control movement of 

untaxed gold h m  the Pacific frontier d i i c t s ,  some of this gold originated in 

Barbacoas and Ihe Chocf. MOA however, apparently came h m  rhe nearby mines of 

Jelirnq Caloto and even Chisquio- 

Table 6.  Regin& Gold Production in Popaydn, 1680-1691: 

YEAR - VEWTAVO (Casel1anos Au) TOTAL (Cancltanos Auk 

ACC Si& 1888. 
ANHQ Real Hacienda caja 6.74686 (rantto Tor 1685). CI Iv. 

a9 AGI Santa FC 766. 
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1680 
1681 
1682 
1683 
1684 
1685 
1686 .? 

1687 
1688 
1689 
1690 ., . 

1691 . . .  
TOTAL (12 yeais)  

'soume AGI Sana Fe 766 

By comparisaa gold production registered in Quito during these same years amounted 

Much of thisigold originated in the Oriente. and some even came to Quiro h m  the 

What we see 'h the later seventeenth century is 3 modest revival in gold production in 

h e  governorship of Popayin. both in the highlands and in the frontier disuicts of the 

Pacific. What we do not see fiom rhese records is the volume of gold flowing to Quito 

merchants from these northern mines. in spite of  the decline in the drawing power of 

Quito's casa de fi~ndici6n As has been demonmated for the sixteenth century. this 

uade n e w  had long been established and gold could Rill be traded southward tawed or 

blue serge @aiio de Quito). Popayb elites in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 

purchased notHble quantities of religious paintings and xulpturrs originating in Quito's 

famous workshops. Tde will be the subject of chapter five but suffice to say here ha t  

one would need to undertake a thorough reconnaissance of  seventeen&-century norarid 

mords in ~ d t o  and Popayk  at the very lean. Quinto records b m  late seventeenth- 

and early e igh teenkenmy Bacbacoas. for their part strongly suggest that ties to Quito 

1st 



merchants were important and that private commercial transactions continued to draw 

bullion to the capital after mxes were paid. 

Officials of the real hacienda in Quito seem to have been very much a\bare of rhe 

rraffic in gold going on in h a t  city. and they tried despcntely to tap into it for tau 

revenue. A cedda of  1684 had been announced by pregonems and posed in Quito 

reducing the gold tau to a universal veintavo. or 5%. a n t e  previously established but 

now modified by the ou~lawing of  assay fees (cobos). which ranged from 13% to 

23%.50 For a miner who produced 1.000 castellanos in a given year. severance mves 

would have dropped h m  a high ofseventy-five castellanos a year to fifty. Although 

seemingly negligible a t  fim a difference of twenty-five castellanos. worth fifty 

patacones. or silver pesos. would have been enough evtra cash to support a mongage 

payment on a slave. In spite o f  this tau drop. which probably stimulated regimation if 

not production in remote gold districts like Barbacoas. failed to draw much gold into the 

caja red in Quito. In 1693 an hacienda official reviewed Quito's bmks and claimed 

that 'it is constant and common opinion that in the gold disuicts. hardrock and placer. 

of the Pmvinces oCBarbacoas. Loja Ja6n Zaruma. Sucumbios. Macas and Quijos they 

gather each year more than 70.000 gold pesos in dust. paste @am) and bars'.SL This 

estimate is imporrant in that it focuses on regions specifically considered to fall within 

Quito's direct administrative jurisdiction and excludes the rest of the Gobemacibn o f  

Popayh north of Pasto. The Quito official, went on ro lament ha t  it was aim well- 

known that a large portion of this gold was rradcd ('se reducen y comercian') in Quito. 

which he called 'the head ofthe said provinces'. In order to benefit h m  this apparently 

rampant and fraudulent underground nade in mined gold. the official called for an 

investigation to reveal the names of all gold dealers and petty merchants operating 

between Quito and the mining M c t s .  These individuals. who could he chimed, be 

denounced by secret would be subjected to search and seizure of any 



conmband gold found in their homes or in their bagage. which ~ o u l d  br: inspected at 

nay stations along the uunk lines.j2 

Miners and officials in Barbacoas were in the thick of  these accusau'ons h m  the 

sm and their'apparent defiance toward outside investigators Fiom Popayin. Quito and 

Santafe only led to M e r  fraud charges and more damaging visitas. One of  he most 

ourspoken officials in Barbacoas by this ume was the Superintendiente de ..\rmas. 

Banolome Estupiiiin y Flores. who loudly proclaimed his innocence when charged with 

quinto evasion.j3 In 1692 officials From the Tribunal de Cuenras in Santafe became 

interested in hiskcrise when remissions to Popayiin failed to represent an estimated 

production of 30.000 castellanos 'for the year 169 1. As was common in these instances. 

' Estupifiiin clairiied that he had been denounced secretly (in an anonymous lener. in fact) 

by a local riva1:and protested to the Audiencia of Quito that such unsubnanuated 

claims of fraud constituted slander. Intemingly. Quito's oidores agreed with Empikin 

and dismissed the charges. in blatant defiance of mommendations fium the Tribunal de 

Cuentas. Here Barbacoas miners revealed their ties to Quito when challenged from 

Sand6 o r  Popayiin. a common mategy oFsurvival in a region which was claimed and 

laved by all three highland cities. 

This power struggle was exacerbated by the threat of foreign attacks on the coast 

in the 1680s and 1690s. when English and French buccaneers began to roam the 

Spanish South S e a  Altackr on Barbacoas itself were limited to minor skirmishes in . 

Tumaco in 1680 and 1684. but fear ran high. The buccaneers regularly careened their 

vessels off  the Barbacoas coast. on the Isla Gorgona. and even put in occasionally the 

much nearer 1sla"del Gallo. The pirate heat  was exploited to h e  maximum extent 

possible by Barbacoas elites, as it gave them new leverage with which ro hold off 

SI Ibid., p160 Cinquiaan. Rgisrrcn y avaiguen 10s que men. vcnda y comprdn el dicho om m polvo. 
pus o fundido. procediendo por indicior. conjenvas y sumarias y junificande por infonnaci6n 
a&r que en cajon. Pcma o en o m  cualquiaa pwc aam y tienen el dicho om. lo abmn y reghen  
psndo  m su mmiso a lo que por d d o  ata dispucsto. admitiendo Ias dmunchcioncs secretas y 
ejrmmdo las aplicacioner que se ordenan en la dicha Rcal CMula y Leya Real&) 
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highland tau officials' claims of fiscal irresponsibility and even sedition. blinor elites 

like Estupifiin. who had had previous rnilitav experience in the -4danuc and 

Medirerranean. gained new titles after organizing reconnaissance missions and 

occasional raids on pirate hideouts. Calls for stare-subsidized arms. provisions and 

powder filled the account books of Quito's caja real. and tons of supplies were sent to 

Barbucoas Fmrn Quito and Latacunga and billed to neighboring Popayin. Suddenly 

every miner in the wet Pacific littonl was claiming service against the 'pirate enemy' 

and hence demanding a wartime tau d i t  on mined gold. As long as the buccaneers 

lurked offshore this unpaid sentinel strategy worked. but when the external threat passed 

in the 1690s the crown's oflicials returned in force. uninterested in claims ofvalor but 

deeply curious about Iocal productivity calculations. 

The late seventeenth century was seen as a time of  general uncerrainty in the 

Audiencia of Quito. Pirate amcks on the coast. including a very punishing sack of 

Guayaquil in 1687. were compounded by other. internal disasters. Between he 1660s 

and 1690s &quakes and volcanic eruptions rocked the highlands. burying Quito in 

several feet of ash and razing Latacunga Ambato and Riobmba A drought hit Quito 

and Popayiin in 1691  followed by a massive plague of locusts. tn 1693 a combined 

smallpox and measles epidemic swept up into the audiencia tiom Peru and wiped out 

huge numbers of  lndians and Afn'cans. and even many Spaniards. Lawlessness was said 

to be on the rise. as evidenced by various murders. highway robberies and other crimes 

denounced and punished during these years. In Quito. moreover, a cedula was issued in 

1683 decrying the increasingly common problem of counterfeiting. Partly because of 

the audiencia's poverty in silver. Tdse coins had flooded into the region. angering 

merchants and tax oEcials alike. Copperdebased pesos and reales. said to be 

'discrediting the commerce of this kingdom' were to be handed over to real caja officials 

and ceremoniously cut and ~ m e l t e d 5 ~  With the son of drama customary to h e  times, 

[he 1683 counterfeiling decree was proclaimed by a prcgonem 'in a loud and inreIligibIe 



voice' and 'in conjunction with trumpets. drums and fifes. as used in \tar'. Thus Quito's 

k:: tare seventeenth-century 'war on forgery' was loudly declared. with musical 
tfi ~ 

4 .  accompaniment 'in the meets of the ~ n e r c h a n ~  and traders. as  well as the plazas of 

Sanro Domingo. San Francisco and La blerced'.jj 

The many natural and man-made uncertainties of dre times were vexing. to be 

sure. but in fiscal terms they translared directly into unprecedented strain on the real 

hacienda When Indians died. the uibutary base of the audiencia-far rnoE imponant in 

real terms than the gold tau by this time-immediately shrunk. Pirate raids. specially in 

h e  Caribbean. led to massive construction projecls at such fons as Chagre (Panama). 

Canagena and Sanra hlark Meanwhile indigenous rebellions again rocked the 

Kingdom of Chile. lading ro calls for still more aid (socorro). and even criminal 

draftees from Quito to serve as Indian fighters. These projccrs were costly. and the 

burden of  finance. which also included manning the new fons with salaried soldiers. fell 

squarely upon the shoulders of colonial subjects. In the case of Quito. budget shortfalls 

by the end of the seventeenth century had reached mammoth proportions. Since nearly 

everyone was short of h a d  cash In Quito. desperate anempts to raise money from elites 

through forced donations and futed capital composicioner m l y  did more than extend 

the audiencia's I& of o u t s d i n g  debtors. As might be eupected. falling quint0 

collection in sucha time of fiscal pressure was pardcularly suspect in he eyes of 

Santaf6's ~ c c o u n k  Tribunal. Compared wirh the volume of taxes gathered during the 

f i  century &er conquen. Quito's mining income seemed to have declined 
. . 

inordinately by the 1690s. As a result of these new prrssures and growing suspicions 

From the highlands. too-independent districts. such a s  Barbacoas, drew immediate 

s c ~ t i n y  in the search for hidden revenues. 

In reality,,Barbacoas was the only mining zone experiencing a subsfantial boom 

during this period anywhere in the audiencia so it probably drew more attention than 

might have comcJo it ofhenvise. Nevertheless, many of the tax evasion charges 



levelled against the miners and rnerchann of Barbacoas (and. by extension the 

merchants of Quito) seem to have been we. Quinto h u d  \\as said to have been so 

entrenched in this refion by 1698 that 'almost all the gold taken h m  Barbacoas is 

removed and leaves without quinting'. Funhennore. Quito's Fiscal claimed 'at this rime 

there is even a bounty (porcidn) paid'. apparentIy an allotment given to those m d e n  

willing to M c  in untaxed gold.j6 Crown oEcials broadened their search powers and 

ordered an inspection o f  all chests. boxes. bundles. parcels. lener cabinets and other 

containers leaving Sanm Maria del Puerro. This order had exisred for some time 

already. but clearly rhe problem ofuntaved bullion had only worsened wi~h time such 

that renewed vigor was needed at the way stauons- There were too many paths leading 

out of the gold mines. however. and too high a price offered for gold dun in highland 

cities like Quito to make tax payment incentives. such as the waiver of assay fees. a 

genuine inducement to compliance. 

The Barbacoas visitas began in earnest in the 1690s. with the twin intentions of 

counting Indian m%utaries and assessing gold taxes. Local encomenderos and mine 

owners were not fond o f  either of  these ideas. Many held Indians in cncornienda 

illegally. some captured from neighboring regions. others forced ro migrate fiom rhe 

highlands and still others held for more tkan the legal limit of two generations. The 

fifieen-odd encornendems of the Barbacoas region were wonid by the prospect of 

numeraciones in a time of sudden inremt in Indian welfm m d  i n d  tax needs. but 

they were just as concerned with how outside oficials might misinterpret the mining 

indumy and levy unreasonable quinto demands. The crown's new assessment method. 

which was holly disputed was to estimate annual production and ~ t e  up an advance- 

payment Lax schedule- As seen in the case of early seventeenth-century Zarurna. any tax 

code based on h a t e d  income was sure to be unpopular in a region where one's 

annual produce was not at  aU certain and one's credit was usually overextended. 
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The !i& visitor. sent by the hudirncia of Quito- RII ill in the midst o f  his 

numeration duu'es. . a e r  a brief fever. he died and was buried in a churchyard in Sanh 

Maria del Pueno- The audiencia at first seemed unsurpriwd by the invenigator's sudden 

dearh. especially considering the region's supposedly 'sick' (enfirmko) climate. Ad sent 

word to his scribe him to finish Ihe mining rax assessment and head-counting. 

The scribe w&tt back to the audiencia claiming rhar the work would haye to be 

postponed indefinitely as heavy rains had forced the mines to shut down for the 

season.j7 Santafes Tribunal de Cuenms was equally interested in mu collection in 

Barbacoas and was also displeased with rhe blatant cormpdon practiced in the mining 

zones by Popayin's governors. The Tribunal dispatched an extremely aggressive juez 

pmquisndor. or  investigative judge. a jurist native to the Canary Islands named Pedro 

Smien to  y Hucsterlin. to Barbacov by way of the Chocd. Huesterlin. whose self- 

importance led him to favor the accompaniment of of a rnamhing band upon entry into 

suspect towns quickly lost favor among the often happily cormpt elites of the Choc6. 

Popayin and Pasto. all of whom showered audiencia officials in Quito with demands for 

his dl In Quito. in 1698. affairs wen? more or less settled and Huesterlin was 

allowed to con&ue his mission in Barbacoas. now accompanied by a neutral judge who 

would take notes and presumably speak out against official exessexS8 While in Pasto. 

Huesterlin Knt  ahead a j u e  recepror.or judge charged with taking depositions. to 

conhue che counting and quinto awssment in Barbacoas. This unfortunate official. 

named Diego -ia. after achieving about the same d t s  as his Quito pdecessor. 

was brutally beaten to death while up his ~pom in Sanm Maria del Pueno. 

Rumors now c o F g  out of Barbacoas also suggested that the fim invesdptor had 

likewise met his end as a RNlt  of foul play-a slave cook was said to have poisoned his 

fish Now both the Audiencia of Quito and the Santafi Tiibunal w e e  alerred to the 

. . 
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possibility of P mine oiwer conspiracy to prevent enforcement of new tat collection 

rules in Barbacoas. 

While both audiencias favored an end to corruption in the gold districts. neither 

was satisfied with the course o f  action followed by Huesrerlin. In a vindictive series of 

measures. the judge rounded up all Barbacoas residents. including masters. slaves and 

Indians. thought to be involved in the alleged slayings of government oficials. 

Testimonies were d e n  under duress md most fingen were said to have pointed at  the 

most powerful man in Barbacoas at the rime. the caudillo and pirate-fighter Banolome 

Estupiikin y Floces. Since direct evidence linking him.to the murders was never 

produced Estupifi5n was instead charged with quint0 hud and imprisoned- 

Estupiain's extensive family. including many cornpadm and cutiados. but also several 

prominent sons. were outraged by the amst and may have begun ro plot m uptising- 

 many other elites in the region on the other hand seem ro have applauded and even 

aided the visitador's harsh actions: Don Bnnolomt's cunning and power were widely 

feared and envied it seems. Amazingly. and most disgustii~q to both the Audiencia o f  

Quito and the Santafi Tribunal. Huesterlin ordered the caudillo. a military oficcr and 

Lieutenant Governor. summarily executed by gamne in December of 1698. This 

bizarre choice of punishments-all the more so since tau evasion the only proven 

charge. was not a capital crimewas explained by Huesterlin as an exigency driven by 

several factors. First of all. he claimed. EstupiWs slaves. some of whom were named 

as the killen of his juez receptor. were on the verge of rebellion opedy rhreatening all 

those involved with their masrefs jailing. Huesterlin among others. bad feared for his 

life. Besides. he said. 'in these short circumstances it was impossible to be in h e  midst 

ofthe fire without getting bumd.59 The Audiencia of Quito had dircct'jurisdiction 

over capital cases originating in the Gobemaci6n of Popayh. and all we& subject to 

automatic appeal by the high court With this in mind, the audiencia immediately 

ANHQ Popaydh caja 16.1 I-vi-1697. f564 ('siendo imposible en ata conedad arardenUa dcl fuego 
y no q u r m ~ .  lema of 21 Jan. 1699). 



i: 
1: removed Huesterlin from the investigation confiscating from him a subsranrial m o m  

in gold dust and jewelry offered by the unfortunate Don Barrolomti's wvido\v. 

The disastrous Huesterlin visita became a focal point for crown officials 

concerned with the extent ofjurisdiction in the ambiguously divided northern 

Viceroyalty of Peru. Huesterlin was later captured in Tunja and charged wih 

miscarriage of justice and other abuses of power. but he escaped and d i s a p p d  b m  

view. For miners in Barbacoas. however. the 1698 pesquisa was a more immediate 

affair. a i d e  from executing the most powerful man in the region. Huesterlin and his 

followers had conf~cated much gold dust and jewelry. many mines and slaves and had 

filed dozens of f m ~ d  claims against the remaining mine owners.60 The killing of 

EstupiRin may have been applauded by other mines who had suffered at h e  hands of 

lhis power-hungry caudillo. yet the g m  reminded them of the immense power of the 

crown to suddenly suip even a self-made Spanish vecino of both his life and life's work. 

This chilling reminder of the arbitrariness of  absolutism. even in a region which 

Huesterlin himself had described as 'a comer the most rcmote on this eanh'. could not 

have helped but have a negative i q . - t  on mining investment61 At a time when the 

entire region was  steeped in fiscal crisis. officials h m  Quito. Popayh and SantafC. 

inncad of opting for measures aimed at stimulating gold production leaned heavily on 

gold miners in places like Barbacoas. These marginal producers. already beleaguered 

by rebel slaves and Indians, not to mention buccaneers. chronic disease and 

malnuuition. were now being preyed upon by scores ofjudges who descended upon 

h e m  like vultures to a carcass. Half the district's mine owners were actually jailed ar 

their mines. made to produce solely for the crown. Slaves and Indians clearly bore the 

brunt of the hard labor involved. but fium he duefios' point of view, !.he dawningof the 

60 Ibid. fJ66 Cluego i n m e d i i e n a  pmwgui lk ~ u r a c  de paquisa coma todos 10s min- y 
mgtadoms de on, conma quiena rrsulmba culpa y cargo de k dicha pcsquia y p- en sus rninas par 
que no scsasc la lavor de enas'). 

hid.. fJ61 fun Rincon el mas Ranoto del mundo'). 



eighteenth century in B~bacoas hardly presented itself as an atmosphere conducive to 

expansion. 

[n fact mining in Barbacoas does seem to have conmcted noriceably in the 

wake of the Huesterlin visita. a condition which appears to have lasted into the 1740s. at 

least An account summary h m  a 1709 tau document shows chat between September 

1700 and May 1708 Barbacoas fundiciones yielded only 5.014 canellanos. representing 

total pmduction over hat approximately ei@t-year period of about IOOA80 gold pesos 

(only the veintavo. or 5%. was charged by this time)-@ These fa.. records suggest an 

annual output ofjust over 12.500 castellanos a year in Barbacoas in the f m  decade of 

the 1700s. While these numbers reprexnt a clear drop from levels achieved in the 

1680s and 1690s. this level of gold production was ni l1 the highest in the audicncia and 

thus continued to draw unwanted attention h r n  highland oficials.6~ The much- 

studied Choco region which was similar in many ways to the Province o f  Barbacoas. 

had undergone similar oFficial reprisals under Huesterlin in 1697. and production may 

well have been similarly affected. In h e  absence of reliable accounts we may never 

know. but in any case. the Choco does not seem to have mched substantial gold yields 

until the 1720s. In 177-6 rhe Choc6 became a sepatate province directly adtnis tered 

h m  Santafk de Bogoti. and hence less closely linked with Popayh elite interests. 

Now entering a period reminiscent of  the sixteenth century bonaruas. the region's gold 

output was close to double that of Barbacoas throughout the rest of the eighteenth 

century. averaging between 100.000 and 200,000 eastellanos per 

ANHQ Pop* caj~3S. B ~ p m n w u l 7 1 0 .  ff2-3v. 
* I t  is quilt pomile lhat h e  &%6. I d m i a l l y  a subprovine ofpopaydn unni 1716. was more 
pmductive than Barbacoa.5 by this rimc Reliablequinro m r d s  forthe Chac6. according ro Sharp. arc 
not available for Ihe period before 172 I (William Sharp. Stawry an Ihe Spmuh Fmiier. p.71). 
Cofmenara. in Popoydn unusaciedodesclavicru. p.166. n o r u  however.chat only 514 canellanos were 
collmcd fmm eight minas in Ci& and Ndvifa (the hcan ofChoc6 mining) between 1698 and 1706. 
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Haciendz ofticials from the highlands returned to Barbacoas in 1716 to levy yet 

mother tau based on estimated annual production. older debts hating apparently been 

cleared. The invenigation and assessment yielded the first census of slave and Indian 

workers engaged in mine labor in Barbacoas. but the resulting head tax tws not 

reflective of  acntal output. rb in the time of Ermpiiih and Hueserlin. about a score of 

cuadrillas. most of them small and made up largely of hired freemen and rented slaves. 

continued to suuggle against nature in the same mining camps as before. ;\la major new 

finds were claimed. and most mine owners complained of poor yields and recalcitrant 

workers. Again. meddling h m  outsiders seems to have exacerbated the region's 

continued nagnation andchronic underreporting of  gold yields. Buccaneers were by 

this time largely replaced by contraband trades in the loosely pauolled Pacific. and the 

disadvantaged and annoyed consumes of Barbacoas were among their f i r s  customers. 

Indeed some of the most angry charges levelled against Popayh's governors. and also 

against Huesterlin were from Barbacoas vecinos forced to purchase goods brought into 

the gold fields by these visitors. In evchange for favors from invesu'gating officials they 

were routinely made to purchase everything 6um cheeses to playing cards at ridiculous 

price markups.' Connabanding was thus an attractive option as gold d u n  and local food 

products could be more or less anonymously and 'justly' traded for a variety of  

necessary and ~ p t u a r y  goods. many of them stolen From Spanish ships. English and 

Frrnch contra6andisru.r. sometimes camped out on Isla Gorgona offered such IocaIIy 

desired items as fine doh .  alcohol. -mn. slaves and even playing cads. dl duty-tiee. 

An official visita to the mines of Barbacoas in the late 1730s found little change. 

A d o m  or so f i e  owners, about a third of them women. continued ro work small 

cuadrillas. mixed Gree and slave. in no more than twenty mine sites65 Those fiee 

laborers (playadores or  mcrmmorreros) who chose not to hire out often mined -rial 
beach gravels and yielded their take to outside gold dealers (r~vcatadores de oro); None 

kept production records in,the form of libros de sacas by this time. so quintos were 

" ACC Sip+ 4062 The m i n d  testimonies ate examined fimha in chapter sir 
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anyone's guess. Nearly all of the Barbacoas mine o\\ners who testified in 1739 claimed 

that they \\-ere so deeply indebted to highland merchants. rnon fium Quito. that they J 

simply turned over their yields to them. like he playadoms Ysurning that the tmders 

paid the quintos in either in the regional capital or in Quito. Red hacienda ledgers 

penaining to Quito suggest that Barbacoas gold uas either taxed in Santa I\.Iaria del 

Pueno or it was not taxed at all. In fact benveen 1727 and 1739. less than 200 

castellanos were collected in Quito. only some of this small amount possibly pertaining 

to gold h r n  ~arbacoas.66 The Quito hndidor and platen, Francisco bfurillo had 

claimed in 1776 that the moribund casa de fimdicidn could be revived by new 

advertising. Perhaps this could have been possible in the late seventeen& century. if 

oficial interest had encouraged the expansion of the gold mining indumy rather than 

the effective stifling of  i t  but it seemed nothing more than a wild hope benveen the tim 'j 

I 

ar~d second quarters of  the eighteenth cennuy. 

Table 7. Registered Gold Produecion in Barbacoas (including LxuandtI). 1752-1767: 

YEAR - 
1752 
1753 
17% 
1755 
1756 
1757 
1758 
1759 
1760 
1761 
1762 
1763 
1765 
1765 
1766 
1767 
TOTAL(16 yean) 

'souroc AGi Quito 450.496 

TOTAL (Cancllanos Au) 
52.480 

66 AGI Contadurfa I Y O .  Quim quinmios 1727-3 1.1734-38. and ANHQ Real Hacienda caja 10. 



Some gold continued to be mined in the Oriente at this time. but it never 

mounted to more than a few thousand castellanos per year. Barbacoas. the only nearby 

district which Quito merchants could count on. would be slow to recover its former 

productivity. In the second quarter of the eighteenth century. gold mining in other p~ 

of the Gobernacion o f  Popayk including the Choco. but also the nearer disuicts of 

Jelima and Caloto. began a fairly significant expansion which would continue. thou& 

with some breaks. until the end of the century. Barbacoas would join this uend only 

afier midcentury. when registered production climbed h r n  an annual average of about 

;0.000 castellands in the 1750s ro about 40.000 in the 1760s before jumping to almost 

100.000 nstellanos per year in the 1780s.67 This last leap in production sustained 

I until at least 1800. was largely amibulable LO the crown's final tax concession of thret 

percent severance on I March 1777. By the end of  the eighteenlh century. the mining 

industry of rhe Barbacoas disuict was still expanding when those of the Choco (now a 

i xpmte district) and the rest of Popayin were e-xperiencing notable declineP8 The 

Em, eighteenth-century revival in Barbacoas came at a price. of c o w .  The dismct became 
1: 
8- a living hell for thousands of f i c a n  slaves. many transferred southward fiom the 

Choc6 as that region's mines played OUL 

5 Table 8. R e g k e d  Gold Pmduction in Barbacoas (including Iscuandt and Raposo). 1777-1 784: 

YEAR 
Im 

3% severance (Canellanos Aul TOTAL fCancllanos Au) 
3.546 1 14.867 
2303 76.767 
2561 85.467 
526 17533 
1 1 6 7  7 2 2 3  
3.034 101.133 
LBO5 93500 
3275 109.167 

'' ACI Quito 450.S39.54O.JSI. " Jaime Saramillo U n i  m 'La uonornia del Viiinaro'. in Ocampo; Ri~oriio ccondmica & Colombia. 
pJO. ties Iorge Orlando Melo's tigums for gold pducdon in eighvenlhanmry New Granada (except 
Quito). According UJ lhcre figures Popaydn and Bartracoas together accounred for approximarely .Im of 
llHal pduction b e e n  I n 5  and 1799. The ' h o d .  on he other hand dropped in i m p o m  fmm 
5% of loml production in the 1730s to 2% in the 17% 



TOTAL (8 years) 10.110 670.667 

'source AGI Quito 5;9.jJO. 451.469 

No similar revival in the mining districts of southern Quito would be 

forthcoming. A 1765 relaci6n of  the Loja district claimed that at Zanuna some fourteen 

mills were operating. but that gold yields ranged benvern three and four arrobus 

(n6.000 to 10.000 casrellanos) per year.69 The Loja report was not written by 

hacienda officials as chat city's caja real had been merged Grh Cuenca's in the 1660s 

due to dwindling receipts and charges of rampant corruption. Cuenca's real caja 

accounts for the eighteenth century record much less gold From Z m a  than the Loja 

nlaci6n claims. but the author accounted for this by stating that most of &is produce 

was exchanged directly for mercury and possibly mded to the coah presumably at 

Tumbes. Be this as it may. not until after 1767 do we find quint0 records of Zaruma 

gold that hint at a slow revival of the mining indumy in rhe eraof Bourbon reforms. .4s 

in the case ofB&coas. the crown's concession of a three percent total royalty in 1777 

was the most crucial stimulus of the period Registered' production at Zatuma based on  

Cuenca's real caja receipts appears to have risen b m  only about  5.000 canellanos per 

year between 1767 and 1777 before leaping to over 30.000 casrellanos per year benveen 

1777 and 1785. Gold production then seem- to have Mien off to just over 20.000 

Eastellanos per year for the remainder of the 1780s before more or less levelling out at 

12.000 to 14.000 casellanos annually for the decade 1790-180C Records for the 

nrrbulent years of 1800-1821 are spony, but registered production seems to have 

declined even M e r  at Zaruma to between 5.000 and 9.000 castellanos per In 

sum. Zaruma's late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century 'boom'. generously 

estimated seems to have yielded less than 500,000 pesos of low-carat g o l d  equivalent 

to less a decade's worth of Barbacoas production in the period after 1777. 

" Ponct LCiva. RHCQ LL p.359. 
AGI Quito 453. ANHQ Real Hacienda. caja 3 1. 



Table 9. Registered Gold Reduction for &ma (at Cuenca). 1783-18 19: 

1784 
1785 
1786 
1787 
1788 
1789 
1790 
1791 
1791 
1795 
1796 
1797 
1798 
1799 
1801 
1802 
1803 
1803 
1808 
1809 
1810 
1818 
1819 
TOTAL (26 years) : ' 

TOTAL (Cssrellanos Aul 
8.S3 
16229 
9.113 
11595 
9.907 
14.867 
11279 
13.156 
13.800 
14.36 
14.900 
14.141 
10367 
11.633 
1 1375 
5228 
4378 
3.133 
4294 
12.7;; 
1867 
531 1 
8.600 
5.900 
139.900 

'source AG1 Quito El I. 453. ANHQ Real Hacienda caja 31 

Quito hacienda officials had more or  less given up on Ihe southern mines after 

the mid-seventeenth century. focusing instead on continued if interminent income fmm 

Popayiin and Barbacoas. Various mall-scale mining projects continued in the Oriente. 

but none blossomed into vibrant mining camps. potential markels for crown monopoly 

items such as agumdienfe- playing cards and tobacco. Afler thumbing through many 

years of blank 'quinto' pages in Qwto's annual account summaries. or ranreos. an official 

remarked in the mid eighteenth century thac 

1 'it is because the district pertaining ro Lbe said reales cajas has no gold and silver mines 
continuously worked, and i fone is discovered, it is in a short time abandoned and the 

1 gold that is marked and quinted [ocw~ooally] in the said cajas is brought by certain 
i 

merchants or associates of the mines of Barbacoas and ofthe Province of Popayb. 



where ficquently. one must believe. [the gold] is declared and quinted in the csjas d e s  
of those cities'7I 

Even dter  the creation of the Viceroyalty of Nueva Granada in 1739. of which Quito 

was a part. jurisdictional ambiguities among the various gold disuicts remained. In 

general. however. it isclear that Quito had permanently Ion its fonner position as a 

center for gold collection. 

Commercial cransi~ctions in gold continued in the capital. but.clearly their 

volume must have declined as gold production rhmughout the audiencia's immediate 

juisdiction declined. Even with the Bourbon reforms and optimistic.predictions h m  

such mining specialins as Juan J o g  D'Elh~iyar in the 1780s no new bonanzas 

materialized in the audiencia and resuscitation efforts in established camps like Zaruma 

fell shon of expectations. The camps of Yagursongo. a n d  more importantly. hose of 

h o r a  were essentially forgotten. and would remain dormant for anpther two 

centuries. By 1 790 Quito's hacienda officials lamented that there \var no one in the a m  

who understood mine development. and that agriculture and tcxrile manufacrure were 

insufficiently capitaIized to awaken an already cash-med economy. As it was. 

Quito's elites -ved by Supplying internal urban markers \vith agriculrural produce 

and livestock and lived in near r o d  isolation &om the south A n d m  economy. Quito's 

te~tiles. once famous throughout Peru. were now shunned by even the lowliest Indians. 

who were said to prefer nakedness to the shame of wearing second-rate Quito cloth 

@a& de segrurda de Quito).z The coastal cacao industry. which had great potential to 

revive the region. was so hobbled by mtrictions prior to the 1770s that it only began to 

expand significantly in the ~ u l e n t  decade prior to independence.7j. Even the growing 

" AGl Concaduria 1540. doc.5. f30av. (double fold). " AGI Quito 569. fS. " See Michael Hamerly. Hirtorfrr Socioly Gondmica & lo A ~ i p  Pmvincia & GuaynquiL 1763- 
1842. Guayaquil: Archivo Hindricu de Guaym. 1976. p.124. Hamnlfs mblc and olher ~levrnt 

are Nmmarind in Hugo Ariag 'La econornk de LP R d  Audiencia de Quito y la criru dcl Siglo 
XVI11'. in Enriquc Ayala M o m  aL , V m  Kuroricr &I Gma'or. voL4. Quito: Corpoiaci6n Edicora 
National 1983. pp. 189-229. 
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quinine (cascarilla) industry \\as insuficient stimulus. being. as it \%as. ri rigidly 

conmlled crown monopoly. Likewise the burgeoning tobacco indusuy. which yielded 

sub&tial rents in Guayaquil. and connected growers in the blacas region with 

highland factories and outside markers. As textile manufacture and mining struggled. 

agricultural exports were gowing. Still. the new aunosphere of reform and so-called 

comercio fibre created only a superticial economic renaissance in the Audiencia of 

Quito. 

The mood in Quito. well established by the first gold mining bust and Indian 

demographic decline of the late sixteenth century. was as pessimistic as ever. Elires 

claimed &at the audiencia's decadence was all the more obvious when one observed  he 

crumbling structures of Quito. once among the most opulent cities in the Americas. 

Now. as in the 1690s. everything from cattle diseases to major earthquakes-Riobarnba 

was so thoroughly levelled in 1797 chat irs residents moved to a new site to rebuild- 

appeared suddenly and without crushing hopes for economic growth. As one 

observer put i t  'in sum. everylhing conspires to render impossible. or block the relief 

which the moribund Province of Quito incessantly needs'.74 In spite of the region's 

seemingly permanent fall from grace. some diehanis believed that somewhere in the 

rugged, wet mountains or jungles o f  the audiencia there lay a hidden aeamre or two that 

would revive the regional economy and return Quito to its former glory. 'So pleasing 

and enchanting is the profession of  miners'. a Quito friar exclaimed 'that one scarcely 

hears the echo of a bonanza and all come running, h m  all parts. to pool their capital in 

order to p d c i p a t e  in it'. The most rugged and unpleasant f o ~ ~ ' .  he continued. 'are 

convened into numerous settlements. liadrness and generosity nign. and always filled 

with great hopes they squander and spend as much as they havew?5 Such a scenario. a 

merchant's paradise. to be slrre (and probably a Griar's. as well). never materialid in the 

AGE Quito 569. f3. 
'5 lbib. f.60 Ccorno a tan lironiem y encanedora la profai6n de Minems. a paxu K ewucha e l  de 
la bunanm. quando todos. y de rodas purrr concumn con sus w d d u  n scr @cipanta dcclla. Lor 
montes mar arpemr y despacibla x combientn en poblaciones numeforas. repa la h q u a a  y la 
l~hmlidad, y Ilaw simpm de buenas apaanrar prodigan y garran quanto tima'). 



pre-independence period. No 'echo ofbonanza' m g  through the so-called Avenue of  

the Volcanoes. and the economically 'moribund' but ecologically blessed Quito disuict 

which so enchanted European visitors from Condmine to Humboldt continued to 

languish in i a  marginality. 

Popayiin Gold and Potosi Silver: Reorienung the Regional Economy 

This nudy hints at an important and previously unrecognized feature of Quito's 

colonial economy. namely the central imponance of gold mining and its resulting 
; impact on trade in the north Andean region. Gold was the engine of this regional 

fr economy. whichexplicitly included the Gobemacion of Popayin. between 1535 and 

.t . about 1640. when decadence of  almost all gold mining disnicts was compounded by 
f , 
P I  dmt ic  decline in Indian numbers. Later developments included the rise o f  marginal 
!! 

mining dimicts in the Popayzin region such as Barbacons and later the Choc6. based 

5 largely on the expansion of At3can slavery in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. . . 
2 While attempting to provide the reader with a sense of the volume of gold produced in 

'F" these key areas between 1660 and 1821, this rmdy has not attempted to quantify the 
L', 

importance of this partial gold mining renaissance in terms of its impact on trade with 

r! the res~ of the Audiencia of  Quito. In both the earlier and later periods. however. it 
$ .  

seems clear h m  the figures presented that gold much of it originating in Popayib. was 
r 

as much a produir moreur of the north Andean economy as Potosi silver. !> 
f ,  Further studies comparing trade volumes between Popay;in Quito and Peru will 
I 

F' cenainly clm-fy. and perbaps even disprove this provocative thesis. For now. however. 

it seems that conceptions of  Quito's position in the macro-regional economy of Spanish 
b - ,  

F South America will have to be rethought The assertion that Quito was simply a 

f :. dependent satellite of Potosi for at least the fim halfofthe colonial period seems 
C, 

k 
t' . doubdul now. Carlos M a r c W  following Sempat Assadom-an. has been the strongest 
5: 

f ' supporter of the Potosi link. but his assertions have mted more f d y  on anecdotal and 
C 



theoretical rather fhan on quanurative evidence.76 Stasuli. who anempted an early 

estimate of Quito's si.teenthcentury gold production did not discover among link 

benveen Quito's merchants and Popayin's gold mines. ..Use. even in light of strong 

evidence of the importance of gold in Quito's early colonial economy. S d i  did not 

anempt to challenge the theory of Quito's supposed dependence on the Potosi marker77 

Could such a productive gold district have been norhing more than a dependent satellite 

of this 'southern pole'? 

The notion that Quito was alvmys a te.xtile supplier to the southern silver 

disvica seems to nem from the continued influence o f  Robson Tyrefs ground-breaking 

1976 PhD thesis. entitled "The Demographic and Economic History of the Audiencia 

of Quito. 1600-1800".~8 Tyrer himself acknowledged the importance ofgold mining in 

Quito before 1600. but his focus on the growing textile industry led many later readers 

to overemphasize the centrality of this economic activity. and even to pmject it back in 

time.79 Even John Super. who studied trade panerns among Quito's merchants between 

1580 and 16 LO ( 1979). credited conspicuous consumption among the audiencia's elites 

to high profit sales of Quito cloth to ~otosi.80 As dernomtmed above. this was 

precisely the period in which unprecedented amounts of  gold-on the order o f  several 

millions of  pesos-were flowing into Quito fiom surrounding mining dimicts. Was it 

not more: likely that the region's merchants were profiting From lade in sumptuary and 

exotic goods to the internal mining market ratha than the distant one of Potosi? It was 

Quito's gold not cheap textiles. which accounted for huge sales of Rouen and Dutch 

76 Carlos Marc- 'Ermdio Inuoduaorio-. in l& Mula Vargar Lo economia pol- rrrcn ' dcl Guador 
dunuue la Cdonia. Otavalo: Banco CcntrJL 198 I. pp. 13-S7 . and in inuoductoy remads to an a a y  
entitfed '€conomla y x~ iedad  durante el Siglo XVIII". in Enrique Ayah Mom. rVuwa Hirtorw del 
Ecundor. voL4. pp233-59. 

Adam Srdadi "Preliminary Enimace ofGold and Silver Production in Ammica'. pp.151-3. and in 
his review may entitled -The Economic Hmory o f  the Diacac orQuito. 1616-1787'. in tuinclmn'cm 
h e a r c h  Review 2 1 2  ( 1  986): 266-75. " T@s l b a u  done at the University o f  California at &rkeley. was published in Span& as Hirrwia 
&ogr@uay aondmim & la A d e x i o  & Quito. 1600-1800. Quito: Baaco Ccnml, 1988. 
r, Ibid. p.85. 

l o b  Super. "Parmcnhjp and Profit m fhe Early Andean Trade The Experience o f  Quino Merchants. 
1580-1610". m J o d  of Lain A m e r h  Shrdies 1 1-12 (Nov- 1979): 165-8 I. 



linens, Chinese silk. damasks and taffetas. Spanish velvets and fine tvoolens. Peruvian 

\sine. tablewvarc and w a r  European books. East Indian spices. Vizcayan n w  steel and 

wrought tools and Afican slaves. 

Quito's textiles were widely traded in Spanish South America especially after 

1600. but this'industry has perhaps inordinately overshadowed other economic sectors. 

particularly the gold mining sector. Tyrer's work was foundational. but it is possible 

that his production figures overestimate the productivity of  the so-called Swatshop of 

the Andes. As he himself pointed o u t  the obraje cornple~ was always seriously 

undercapitalized and very poorly situated for any kind of competitive longdistance 

uade. Only the relative demographic advanrage of Quito. a factor which has come 

under recent scrutiny as well. allowed the distant audiencia to stay alive in a rapidly 

conuacting macro-regional economy. One of the problems encountered when uying to 

gibe T-yrer's thesis with Marchids is exactly how Quito's t e ~ u l e  industry managed to 

expand during Potosi's seventeenthcentury decline. This srudy suggem that even after 

the gold bust of the early seventeenth cennuy. mining and wade in goods between Quito 

and Popaykn was significant It is even possible. though no more than conjectural at 

this point that Popayk gold mining. which was evpanding du"ng this period helped 

finance. and perhaps even underwrite Quito's undercapitalized and low-technolow 

tc~tile industry. Although not precisely quantified Tyrer noted that in the second half 

of the seventeenth century a large volume of second-class Quito re.~n'Ies were exported 

northward into New Granada, which. as we have shown was hen undergoing a mining 

revival and hence constituted an amactive. if de-centralized market81 

It seems quite possible hat Quito's economy. for all its problems. may have been 

less dependent on Potosi for irs survival than previously thought Imponant commercial 

and adrninimative ties had been established northward since very early rimes. and they 

'I T v r ,  Hirroria demqnfii~a y econdrniccr & Ia Audimio & Quiro. p.147. T y m  places the p u k  of 
Quito textile production at 1690. just before the wave of epidemics. h u g h a  and eanhquakes n o d  
abovc. and right in the midst of Potmrs long decline (for tables showing PotosI silver production 
rrgincrrd benvna 1550 and 1720. we Wewel l .  SiherandErwepre-hip in k ~ ~ e r m i i - C u ~ n v y  
Porasi p. 17). 



continued to openre throughout the colonial period This does not seem so exceptional 

given the fact that uavel between the cities of Quito and Popayk  though difficult n'ils 

easier h n  either h e  m i n o  d. linking Popayin to Santilfi de Bogod o r  the one 

linking Quito to Loja ..\s Germin Colmenares has reminded modem mrdents ofearly 

modem nonh Andean history. we must always be careful nor to impose twentieth- 

century conceptions of borders. distance. time and money onto such primitive. tiny and 

pre-capidist (I would say 'early capitalist') systems as e.uiked in sineenrh- and 

seventeenlh-century Quito and ~ o ~ a ~ i n . 8 2  Goods traveled amazing distances even in 

the early post-conquest period. to be sure. but this was not an e n  of export enclaves in 

the modem sense. Only in the precious metals mining sector. according to Colmenares. 

was there even an approximation ofsuch an early e m c d v e  economy which may have 

'underdeveloped' specific regions. Popayh  though it lacked a dense indigenous 

popularion. k a m e  an important new market for Quito's produce with the rise of 

scan slavery and the consequent rise in gold production. This difference in labor 

allocation-the gold disrricts of southern Quito never developed a slave bast aAcr 

indigenous decline-would lead to a greater regional economic divergence and roster 

mewed interdependence between Popayh and &to during the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries. The crucial role played by labor. both Indian and African. in the 

mining industries of Quito and Papayin is the subject of the following chapters. 

c2 C o l m ~  'La fannacihn de la economIa colonial (1500-1740)". in Ocaaipo, H b r o r i o e c o ~ i ~ ~  ak 
Colombia pp. 1347. 




